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  ABSTRACT 

 Since the mid-1980s, lesser scaup (Aythya affinis) population abundance has been 

approximately 20% below the North American Waterfowl Management Plan goal of 6.3 

million lesser adult lesser scaup.  Sustained harvest opportunity of this species is an 

important management goal in North America.  We examined the relationship between 

harvest mortality and survival rates for a breeding population in southwest Montana from 

2005 to 2016 when Adaptive Harvest Management was implemented for lesser scaup.  

We combined resighting, recapture, and hunter recovery to estimate survival and harvest 

rates using multistate capture-mark-recapture models in Program MARK.  Nasal-marker 

loss rates were substantial and accounted for by allowing resight detection probability to 

decay with nasal-marker age.  Adult female survival rates tended to be positively related 

to an interaction between annual Pacific flyway lesser scaup harvest and this value 

divided by the Pacific flyway daily bag limit, which we used as an index for population 

density (β̂
INTERACTION

  = 0.168, SE = 0.091).  Estimated annual survival rates for adult 

metal-banded females averaged 0.66 (SE = 0.03) and 0.49 (SE = 0.02) for adult nasal-

marked females, while first-winter survival rates averaged 0.39 (SE = 0.03) for metal-

banded juveniles and 0.23 (SE = 0.02) for nasal-marked juveniles.  However, this 

decrease in survival rates is not attributable to differing harvest rates between nasal-

marked and metal-banded females (β̂
NASAL-MARKED, HARVEST RATE

  = 0.101, SE = 0.166).  

Body condition of nasal-marked females did not differ from unmarked females as their 

residual body mass was 1.6 g (SE = 10.4 g) less during the pre-breeding season and 3.5 g 

(SE = 6.5 g) less during the brood-rearing period.  Nasal-marked females were found to 

have delayed initiating nests by 3.6 days (SE = 1.9 days) and laid 0.5 fewer eggs (SE = 

0.3 eggs) relative to unmarked females while they hatched ducklings weighing 0.2 g (SE 

0.2 g) more than unmarked females.  Nasal-marked females were harvested 154.9 km (SE 

= 112.5 km) further from the study site than unmarked females, suggesting nasal-markers 

don’t impede migration ability.  Cumulatively, our results for nasal-marker impacts on 

vital rates suggest substantial individual heterogeneity among individuals exists in this 

population.
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HARVEST, NASAL-MARKERS, AND LESSER SCAUP VITAL RATES 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 

“It is probably unreasonable to assume that the relationship among 

mortality factors, and in particular the effects of density on mortality rates, 

is the same in all subpopulations of a species over all years (Anderson and 

Burnham 1976:3, Nichols et al. 1984:551)” Conroy and Krementz, 1990.   

 The role of harvest mortality as a regulating factor to population growth is one of 

the most vexing questions in waterfowl management (Nichols et al. 1984, Conroy and 

Krementz 1990, Sedinger and Herzog 2012, Cooch et al. 2014).  The difficulty in 

demonstrating compensatory and additive harvest mortality in game birds becomes 

apparent when researchers reach different conclusions, not only when studying the same 

species but also when reviewing the same data set as is the case for mallard (Anas 

platyrhynchos) populations in North America (Anderson and Burnham, 1976; Burnham 

et al., 1984; Pöysä, 2004; Pöysä et al., 2013; Sedinger and Herzog, 2012; Sedinger and 

Rexstad, 1994; Smith and Reynolds, 1992).  Waterfowl management in North America is 

guided by the dual objectives of sustained population growth and providing continued 

opportunities for waterfowl harvest (Nichols et al. 2007, Johnson et al. 2015).  When 

desirable species for harvest experience population declines, such as black ducks (Anas 

rubripes), northern pintails (Anas acuta), and lesser scaup (Aythya affinis), the role of 

harvest in limiting vital rates receives additional scrutiny (Conroy and Krementz 1990, 

Nichols 1991, Nichols et al. 1995, 2007, Austin et al. 2000, Afton and Anderson 2001, 

Rice et al. 2010, Arnold et al. 2016). 
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 Methodologies for exploring the role of harvest in waterfowl populations have 

varied but most have focused on estimating the response of survival rates to different 

levels of exploitation.  These analyses are often hindered by confounding between 

increased density-induced mortality and harvest mortality, both of which may reduce 

survival rates.  This confounding results from the tendency for harvest regulations (e.g., 

daily bag limit) to be liberalized when waterfowl populations are estimated to be 

relatively abundant (Sedinger and Rexstad 1994, Sedinger and Herzog 2012).  Reliable 

estimates of population size at the onset or culmination of hunting season are lacking for 

most duck populations, which precludes the estimation of true harvest rates or population 

density during the non-breeding season (Sedinger and Herzog 2012).  Assessing the 

additive and compensatory nature of harvest mortality has also been hindered by 

statistical methods, which are largely limited to testing complete compensation or total 

additivity, the two ends of a spectrum of possible functional responses of survival rates to 

fluctuations of harvest rates (Nichols et al. 1984, Conroy and Krementz 1990).   

 Following improved wetland and habitat conditions across North America, most 

focal duck species surpassed long-term population goals established within the North 

American Waterfowl Management Plan (NAWMP) in the mid-to-late 1990s (U. S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service 2016).  But lesser scaup experienced a decline in abundance 

beginning in the mid-1980s and their population has since remained more than 20% 

below the NAWMP population goal for lesser scaup of 6.3 million adults (Austin et al. 

2000, Afton and Anderson 2001).  Research into the drivers behind continental declines 

of lesser scaup favor hypotheses about unfavorable shifts in climate patterns, especially 
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in the Boreal Forest (Drever et al. 2012, Ross et al. 2015).  A second limiting factor 

might also be declining wetland and habitat conditions during spring migration leading to 

reduced reproductive effort of female lesser scaup (Anteau and Afton 2004, 2011).  If 

recruitment is limited by environmental and habitat conditions, then there should be 

limited evidence for density-dependent limitations to vital rates (Murray et al. 2010).  

When this scenario presents itself, a compensatory response in vital rates to harvest 

mortality is still possible when densities are reduced before a point in time when 

resources are limited (e.g., during spring migration) as has been hypothesized for lesser 

scaup populations (Kokko and Lindström 1998, Boyce et al. 1999). 

 Better understanding of lesser scaup adult female survival rates has been 

identified as a key information need for managing lesser scaup populations, including the 

response of survival rates to harvest (Afton and Anderson 2001, Koons et al. 2006, 

Boomer and Johnson 2007, Arnold et al. 2016). Researchers have been limited in their 

attempts to address these questions for adult female lesser scaup because: 1) location-

specific banding efforts are rarely maintained for more than one decade; 2) the 

continental sample of banded lesser scaup is largely comprised of males by a ratio of 

almost 3:1; and 3) late-summer banding of lesser scaup is less fruitful than for other 

species of conservation interest like northern pintails (Austin et al. 2000, Rice et al. 2010, 

Arnold et al. 2016).  Because most lesser scaup have been banded after the hunting 

season, it is not possible to match individual females to their breeding region.  Regional 

differences in survival and harvest rates for breeding duck populations are not uncommon 

at multiple spatial scales (Rexstad and Anderson 1992, Rice et al. 2010) and this may be 
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the case for lesser scaup that breed in disparate ecoregions with notable differences in 

climate and predator communities (Koons and Rotella 2003, Rotella et al. 2003, Martin et 

al. 2009, Gurney et al. 2011).   

 Nasal-markers have long been used by waterfowl researchers to individually 

identify ducks, which increases their detectability and eliminates the need to recapture 

individuals in order to reencounter them.  Although concerns have been raised about the 

impact of nasal-markers on individuals, there is limited research addressing their 

potential impacts on vital rates (Koob 1981, Howerter et al. 1997, Brook and Clark 2002, 

Guillemain et al. 2007).  Visible markers such as neck- or radio-collars, radio-implants, 

and flipper tags have been found to negatively impact the vital rates in other species, 

which provides further evidence of the need to assess possible nasal-marker impacts on 

vital rates(Rotella et al. 1993, Gauthier-Clerc et al. 2004, Alisauskas et al. 2006, Peery et 

al. 2006, Gibson et al. 2013).  At the same time, tagging methods may accentuate 

stressful environmental conditions, providing insight into how innate differences among 

individuals (i.e., individual quality) interacts with stressful environmental conditions and 

subsequently impacts vital rates (Lescroël et al. 2010, Sedinger and Herzog 2012).  

 Our objectives were to estimate survival and harvest rates for juvenile and adult 

female lesser scaup from a breeding population in southwestern Montana during a period 

when the continental population of lesser scaup grew by an estimated 1 million adults 

from its historic low of about 3.4 million adults (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2016).  

During this same period, lesser scaup harvest regulation entered a phase of Adaptive 

Harvest Management (AHM) and more restrictive harvest regulations than in previous 
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decades (Boomer and Johnson 2007, Nichols et al. 2007, Johnson et al. 2015).  We also 

assess whether nasal-marked and unmarked lesser scaup have different survival and 

harvest rates, recovery-distances from the study site when harvested, pre-breeding and 

brood-rearing body condition, nest initiation date, clutch size, and average duckling mass 

at hatch. With these analyses, we sought to: 1) identify vital-rates impacted by nasal-

markers; 2) gain insight into the life-history traits of lesser scaup relevant to 

management; and 3) assess possible multifaceted impact(s) of auxiliary-markers on study 

organisms.     

 

Methods 

 

Study Area 

 Lower Red Rock Lake (Lower Lake) in southwest Montana is a large (2,332 ha), 

high elevation (2014 m above mean sea level [msl]) wetland within a larger shallow lake 

complex situated at the headwaters of the Missouri River Drainage (44.59° N, 111.80° 

W).  Lower Lake receives in-flow from O’Dell and Red Rock Creeks, but lake level and 

surface area vary among and between years, largely in response to winter snow pack 

(Warren et al. 2013).  Water depths typically do not exceed 1.5 m during the nesting 

season, and the lake is interspersed with hardstem bulrush (Schoenoplectus acutus) 

islands.  Lower Lake is surrounded by extensive stands of seasonally flooded Northwest 

Territory sedge (Carex utriculata) that form shallow ponds up to 2 ha.  Mean annual 

precipitation is 49.5 cm, annual average temperature is 1.7C, and the study area has one 

of the most severe climates that is experienced by breeding lesser scaup in North America 
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(Gurney et al. 2011).  The study area is in the eastern extent of the Pacific Flyway 

administrative zone of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (U. S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service 2015). 

 

Field Methods 

 Adult female lesser scaup (AHY [after hatch-year]) were captured each summer 

via spotlighting during the months of May and June from 2005 to 2012, July and August 

of 2005 and in June from 2013 onward (Lindmeier and Jessen 1961).  Beginning in 2008, 

drive-trapping was used to capture AHY and juvenile (JUV [flightless local]) lesser scaup 

in August and September (Cowan and Hatter 1952).  Females were banded with a U.S. 

Geological Survey (USGS) aluminum leg band and fitted with a nasal marker (juveniles 

with a head length ≥70 mm and adults).  Nasal-markers consisted of two uniquely 

identifiable nylon pieces (1 piece placed on either side of the bill) that were held in place 

using a piece of 1.6 mm, 316L, stainless-steel welding wire running through the nares.  A 

stainless steel washer was positioned outside of each nylon piece (Lokemoen and Sharp 

1985).  By 2007, it was observed the washers were wearing the crimped ends of the steel 

wire on the nasal markers and several AHY females were recaptured after having lost 

their nasal-marker.  Starting in 2009, a small (ca. 3 mm diameter) piece of epoxy 

(WaterWeld, J-B Weld Co., Sulphur Springs, TX) was put on the distal crimped ends of 

the steel wire to reduce the wear of nasal-marker pins.  Each captured female’s body 

mass (nearest 5 g), tarsus (± 0.1 mm), and head (± 0.1 mm) were recorded.  Lower Lake 

water temperature and level (msl) have been recorded throughout the study period for the 

months May - October by a capacitance probe water level data logger (model WT-HR 
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1500; TruTrac, Christchurch, New Zealand) deployed at the western outflow of Lower 

Lake shortly after ice melt each spring. Water levels (± 0.1 mm) were recorded hourly 

throughout the breeding season.   

 Pre-breeding and brood-rearing season (late-May and late-August, respectively) 

resight surveys were conducted each year for nasal-marked female lesser scaup beginning 

in September 2005. The study site is divided into 35 750m x 750m spatial units organized 

into 16 survey blocks designed to have roughly equivalent areas of open water.  Each 

block was surveyed in a randomly assigned order, and this order was repeated twice so 

that each block was surveyed twice for 4 hours in both the pre-breeding and brood-

rearing seasons (once beginning at sunrise and once at sunset).  In addition to resightings 

of nasal-marked females, AHY lesser scaup were recaptured during night-lighting and 

drive-trapping.  A final data type came in the form of information from harvested females 

reported by hunters.  Hunters in Canada, the United States, and Mexico voluntarily report 

the following information for harvested birds: the metal-band number, the harvest date, 

and the harvest location to the USGS Bird Banding Lab. 

 Lower Lake has been systematically searched for scaup nests from early June to 

early August during each summer since the project’s inception (excluding 2005 and 

2016) during the lesser scaup nest-initiation period.  Nest searching was conducted in the 

same spatial units and in the same order as the resight surveys.  Each 750m x 750m 

spatial unit was searched for 5 hours and nest-searching began in mid-June.  Before 2014, 

trained dogs were used to assist in finding lesser scaup nests.  However, during the 2014 

and 2015 nesting seasons, nest searching was conducted without dogs which greatly 
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reduced the flushing distance of nesting females and reduced vegetation disturbance at 

the nest sight (personal observation).  The reduced flushing distance also allowed us to 

identify most nesting females as nasal-marked (NM), unmarked (UM), and metal-banded 

(MB) during the initial visit.  When a nest was found, incubation age was estimated using 

candling (Weller 1956) and clutch size was recorded.  Hatch date was estimated using a 

26-day incubation period (Klett et al. 1986).  Nests were revisited every 5-8 days until 1 

day before estimated hatch-date, then daily until all ducklings left the nest and a final fate 

was recorded.  Ducklings were web-tagged at nests in the late phase of hatching (Alliston 

1975) or after hatching and body mass (nearest 1 g), tarsus (± 0.1 mm), and head (± 0.1 

mm) were recorded when possible.  All field work was conducted in compliance with 

Montana State University IACUC Permit 2014-29, USGS ACUC Permit 3210APN, 

USGS Master Banding Permit 06266, and a Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks Scientific 

Collectors Permit. 

 

Multistate Survival and Harvest Rates 

 Model States and Seasonality.  Multistate capture-recapture (MCR) models are 

well-suited for combining live and dead reencounters of marked animals and estimating 

simultaneous, cause-specific mortality rates for exploited populations (Bischof et al. 

2009, Servanty et al. 2010, Koons et al. 2014b).  We used MCR models as implemented 

in Program MARK and our resighting, recapture, and dead-recovery data to estimate 

survival and harvest rates for JUV and AHY lesser scaup beginning in June 2005 and 

ending in September 2016 (White and Burnham 1999).  Our model included two 

absorbing dead states, one corresponding to unobservable or ‘natural’ mortality and a 
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second observable mortality state representing harvest mortality.  Multistate models can 

be parameterized to estimate cause-specific mortality rates as state-transition 

probabilities, which requires the survival-rate component of the MCR model be fixed to 1 

for the live states and 0 for dead states while the detection probabilities are fixed to 1 for 

harvest-mortality state and 0 for natural mortality state (Gauthier and Lebreton 2008).  

With this formulation, harvest mortality rates are equivalent to the Brownie ƒ 

parameterization for band recovery data, where ƒ is the joint probability of being shot, 

retrieved, and reported (Gauthier and Lebreton 2008).  For this method of parameterizing 

MCR models, the default method of calculating survival probability (S) is to subtract the 

sum of harvest and natural mortality from 1 (i.e., staying within state) and S is the derived 

parameter, but we reconfigured the design matrix so S and ƒ were directly estimated and 

natural mortality was the derived parameter.  We utilized the logit link for all estimated 

parameters, including S and ƒ, instead of the mlogit link even though these parameters 

were estimated as state-transition processes (Koons et al. 2014b).  There are not clear 

guidelines for using the mlogit or logit links in this application but preliminary modeling 

indicated S and ƒ were unpredictable and widely-variable when the mlogit link was 

implemented for these parameters.  This problem was especially troublesome when 

covariates were used in place of constant- or time-varying estimates of S and ƒ.  Our 

MCR model structures and model suites were implemented using Program MARK 

through Program R (R Version 3.3.2, www.R-project.org, 31 Oct 2016) via the interface 

package RMark (Laake 2016).  Because multistate models can sometimes converge on 

local rather than global minima, we used simulated annealing, which helps to circumvent 

http://www.r-project.org/
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this problem (White and Burnham 1999). 

 Our Brownie ƒ parameterization of harvest mortality allowed us to compare 

harvest rates between juveniles and adults that wore different combinations of marker 

types, which is not possible with the Seber r parameterization of harvest mortality 

(Alisauskas et al. 2006, Arnold et al. 2016).  Recoveries of dead individuals from outside 

the study area and the inclusion of an unobservable live state allow emigration to be 

accounted for in MCR models (Kendall and Nichols 2002).  However, we chose to not 

account for permanent or temporary emigration because of the complexities associated 

with modeling the inherent differences in detectability between metal-banded and nasal-

marked females and the inclusion of recoveries at and away from the study area.  

Consequently, our estimates of detection probability (p) represent the product of true 

detection probability, rates of emigration away from the study site, breeding probability, 

and site fidelity.  Because an individual’s probability of being detected likely depended 

on its breeding probability and possibly its past experience (or lack thereof), we 

considered models that allowed recapture and resighting probabilities to be different for 

known-age, first-summer (SY) females relative to all other adult female lesser scaup, 

regardless if they were of known-age status or not (Afton 1984, Koons et al. 2006).   

 Within this MCR framework, data were provided for 4 encounter occasions per 

year that matched the timing of our data collection efforts (May resights, June recaptures, 

August resights, September recaptures, [Figure 1]) and incorporated both resighting and 

recapture information into the analysis as is necessary when auxiliary marker loss occurs 

(Pollock 1981, Nichols et al. 1992).  We fixed S = 1 in the months of May, June, and 
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August because there were no observations of metal-band females in May or August as 

resighting work was only able to document the presence of nasal-marked females (Figure 

1).  We intended to estimate survival rates for the breeding and non-breeding seasons but 

full-time varying estimates of summer survival rates were not identifiable in more than 

half of the years of the study period.  In addition, a constant estimate of summer survival 

equaled 0.97 (95% CI = 0.64, 0.99).  Given this value was so close to 1 and we were not 

able to estimate the temporal variation of this rate, we chose to parameterize the model so 

that estimates of S corresponded to annual survival rates instead of seasonal survival 

rates.  This assumption would be less justifiable had the average summer survival rate 

been substantially different than 1 but this did not seem to be the case for many years 

during our study.  We also fixed ƒ = 0 in all months except during the winter period, 

which was defined to begin in mid-September shortly before the onset of hunting season 

(Figure 1).  This seasonal model structure for detection probability allowed us to fix the 

resight detection probability to 0 for metal-banded females during resighting periods 

(pMB,RS = 0) but then allowed both nasal-marked and metal-banded females to have equal 

recapture probabilities during capture periods (Figure 1, pNM,RC = pMB,RC).  Program 

MARK creates cohorts for every strata, group, age, and time period in the design matrix 

and thus it was required to fix all state-transition and detection parameters to 0 for these 

design-matrix-cohorts when there were not corresponding releases over the study period.   

 

 Nasal-marker Loss.  When not accounted for, loss of bands, tags, or auxiliary 

markers causes survival rates to be underestimated because non-detections stemming 

from tag loss cannot be distinguished from unobservable mortality (Pollock 1981, 
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Nichols et al. 1992, Alisauskas and Lindberg 2002).  When MCR models have been used 

to estimate tag loss in waterfowl study populations, the live states most often correspond 

to individuals with either metal-bands only or a metal-band plus auxiliary-marker (e.g., 

nasal-markers for ducks, neck collars for geese and swans).  In these models, the loss of 

an auxiliary marker can be represented as a transition from being in the auxiliary marker 

state to being in the more permanent marker state (ᴪNM → MB), which provides a viable 

method for accounting for tag loss that has been used to adjust survival rates for neck 

collar loss rates in studies of geese and swans (Alisauskas and Lindberg 2002, Meixell et 

al. 2013).  However, this method may produce biased or inestimable mark loss 

parameters when: 1) marker loss rates are high relative to survival rates; 2) recapture 

rates are low relative to survival rates; and 3) auxiliary markers potentially impact the 

demographic rates of interest (survival or fidelity).  Estimating tag effects on survival 

rates are particularly problematic when conditions 1 and 2 are met because the capture 

histories provide little information about the tag status of individuals (NM or MB) 

relative to the timing of natural mortality, which results in considerable uncertainty about 

the animal’s marker state when natural mortality occurs.   

 Because we suspected that our data had the problematic features described above, 

and because it was not desirable to exclude nasal-marked females or the resightings of 

them from our analyses, we chose to frame the problem of marker loss as one of resight 

detection probability (pNM,RS) rather than as one of state transition probabilities (ᴪNM → 

MB).  The primary advantage of this approach results from the certainty with which one 

can conclude that an auxiliary-marked animal (NM female) is instantly unavailable for 
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detection by resighting once its auxilliary-marker is lost while acknowledging the 

prospect of recapturing this animal is by no means imminent or probable.  In addition, 

dead recoveries of NM and MB females inform detection probability estimates at time 

occasions preceding the time occasion at which harvest mortality occurs, regardless of 

the nasal-marker status of the harvested individual.  If information about auxiliary marker 

status from hunters is incorporated into an MCR model, an additional layer of complexity 

would be necessary to include auxilliary marker status when harvested (e.g., another 

MCR state) while possibly relying on unreliable information (Alisauskas and Lindberg 

2002).  By fixing ᴪNM → MB = 0, our states became ‘groups’ best labeled as ‘released with 

a nasal-marker’ and ‘released with a metal-band’ instead of ‘alive and nasal-marked’ or 

‘alive and metal-banded’  

 We used Akaike’s Information Criterion (AICc) model selection techniques to 

identify the best-fitting relationship between nasal-marker age and resight detection 

probability (Burnham and Anderson 2002).   Independent decay rates were modeled for 

females whose nasal markers were applied with or without epoxy (2009 to 2016 versus 

2005 to 2008, respectively) as our field observations indicated that loss rates differed 

with application method.  For those females nasal-marked without epoxy and then 

recaptured more than 2 years after their initial release, the corresponding capture histories 

indicated these individuals had been frequently resighted for up to 18 to 24 months after 

their initial release but then went unobserved for extended time periods prior to being 

physically recaptured.  We created different versions of a time-varying covariate for 

nasal-marker age, which prevented nasal-markers for aging up until the point when nasal-
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marker loss was thought to begin (Table 1).  For example, in the scenario in which loss 

began 20 months after the individual was released, the age covariate equaled 0 until the 

20th month post release, at which time its age became 1.  From that point onward, nasal-

marker age increased linearly with time (if time since marking ≥ 20 months, NMAGE = 

months since marking - 19).  These delayed age covariates made it possible for resight 

probability to decline as a function of delayed nasal-marker senescence (Table 1).  This 

technique also resulted in our time-varying estimates of resight probability to be 

interpreted as the time-specific resight probability in the absence of marker loss (i.e., the 

time-specific estimate is the intercept).  For pre-epoxy markers, we developed competing 

versions of the nasal-marker age covariate with loss beginning at 12, 16, 20, and 24 

months after release.  For each of these nasal-marker-age values, we considered linear 

(NMAGE), exponential (expNMAGE), and logarithmic (lnNMAGE) relationships 

between resight detection probability and nasal-marker age.  We repeated this process for 

post-epoxy markers but changed the age at which nasal-markers started aging to 16, 20, 

24, and 28 months after release because nasal-marker loss rates have been low for 

markers for which epoxy was used to secure nasal-marker pins.   

 We used a tiered approach for model selection by: 1) building a full time-varying 

model for S, ƒ, and detection probability with additional additive parameters that we 

expected to be important (e.g., nasal-marker status and age [see next paragraph]) and then 

removed uninformative parameters from the preliminary model (Burnham and Anderson 

2002, Arnold 2010); 2) using the reduced, preliminary model and AICc to identify the 

relationship between different values of NMAGEpre and resight-detection probability 
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most supported by the data; 3) combining the reduced, preliminary model, the most 

supported relationship for NMAGEpre, and AICc to identify the relationship between 

different values of NMAGEpost; 4) reevaluating the fixed-effects between survival rates, 

harvest rates, nasal-marker status, and age on recapture probability using with the most 

supported relationships for NMAGEpre and NMAGEpost; and 4) employing the model 

identified in the previous step to examine the relationship between adult female survival 

rates and covariates representing different hypotheses about harvest and environmental 

variability.  Our reasoning for this tiered approach was based on resighting and recapture 

data indicating that pre-epoxy nasal-marker loss rates were high (i.e., most problematic) 

and post-epoxy nasal-marker loss rates were low enough that retention rates exceeded the 

life-span of most adult females.  The tiered approach offered a pragmatic approach to 

balance between the contradictory desiderata of not forcing unexplained variation onto 

the marker-loss function, reducing the total number of models required given the 

computational requirements of simulated annealing, and using a reduced model structure 

(Levins 1966). 

 The preliminary model used in our model selection tiers was chosen by 

identifying the most saturated but identifiable structure for detection probability, survival 

rates, and harvest mortality rates.  This structure consisted of: 1) full time-varying 

estimates for adult resight probability, recapture probability, winter survival rates, and 

harvest rates; 2) independent effects of nasal-markers on survival and harvest rates for 

both juveniles and adults during winter (NMSJUV, NMSAHY); 3) a linear relationship 

between NMAGE16pre and pNM,RS for pre-epoxy females; 4) no relationship between 
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NMAGE16post and pNM,RS for post-epoxy females; 5) additive differences adjustments to 

detection probability for SY females (SYMAY, SYJUN, SYAUG, SYSEP); 6) an 

additive relationship for being recaptured after being released as a NM adult female 

(RCNM); and 7) an effect of trap avoidance on recapture probability for adult females 

(RCTRAP).  RCTRAP was incorporated into our MCR model by building a time-

varying, individual-covariate that allowed adult females to have a different recapture 

probability respective to the method (night-lighting or drive-trapping) with which they 

were initially captured for one year after capture.  Given the alternating methods we used 

to capture females during the study-period and the complexity required to build the trap-

response matrix, we only considered a single trap-response covariate as opposed to trap-

response covariates specific to trapping technique or time-varying trap responses.  

 If a previously metal-banded lesser scaup female was recaptured and nasal-

marked for the first time or when a previously nasal-marked female was re-fitted with a 

nasal-marker, the individual’s capture history was censored (Meixell et al. 2013).  This 

individual was then re-released as a nasal-marked adult using an additional encounter 

history and a corresponding row in the trap-response matrix.  In years when adults were 

trapped in early May, resighted in late May, then trapped in June, if a female was 

captured in May, her encounter history was collapsed as if she had only been released in 

June, which prevented us from overestimating June recapture probability.   

 

 Nasal-markers, Age, Survival Rates, and Harvest Rates.  After identifying the 

most supported relationships between nasal-marker age and detection probability, we 

evaluated the possible role of nasal-markers on survival and harvest rates for females in 
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each age class.  Preliminary modeling indicated that our modest releases of adults, the 

differing patterns of survival and harvest rates between the age classes, and the large 

number of juveniles in certain years rendered some estimates of adult harvest rates 

unidentifiable.  In addition, coupling juvenile and adult rates with an additive relationship 

would result in a relationship primarily reflective of variation in the juvenile data (e.g., 

AHY releases2012 = 41 adults, JUV releases2012 = 532).  At the same time, the assumption 

that the difference between JUV and AHY survival rates is additive is likely not 

reasonable because first-winter (juvenile) survival rates appear to be related to duckling 

density on the study site in early autumn (U.S. FWS, unpublished data).  We also tried 

different methods of reducing the number of time-specific detection probability 

parameters, but model fit substantially declined (∆AICc = 50-100 units higher).  The 

irregular releases of juvenile cohorts during the early portion of the study period and 

sparse releases of metal-banded adults precluded the estimation of independent, annual 

survival rates for NM and MB adults.  Thus, we were only able to evaluate additive (i.e., 

constant) nasal-marker impacts to vital rates for the duration of study period. 

 We included models with additive relationships between survival and nasal-

markers for juveniles (NMSJUV), adults (NMSAHY), and both age classes (NMSIND).  

We considered models that included NMSJUV without NMSAHY but not the reciprocal 

scenario because it is almost impossible to envision the scenario of nasal-markers 

reducing SAHY but not SJUV due to within cohort phenotypic selection (Cam et al. 2002).  

Previous research has suggested that NM lesser scaup experience higher harvest rates 

than banded-only individuals (Arnold et al. 2016), so models with additive adjustments to 
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ƒ were included with and without respect to age (NMHJUV, NMHAHY, NMHIND).  

Under the same reasoning we used for S, we included models with NMHJUV without 

including NMHAHY, but we did not consider models with NMHAHY only.  In addition, 

we did not include models which allowed ƒ to vary for NM individuals without allowing 

S to vary with nasal-marker status. 

 A final hypothesis of interest between nasal-markers and survival rates pertained 

to the possibility of increased survival rates for nasal-marked adults released with pre-

epoxy nasal-markers (2005 to 2008) as they lost their nasal-markers.  We examined this 

question by building time-varying covariates that allowed survival rates for pre-epoxy 

females to increase 20 months after release (SLOSS16, SLOSS20).  By preventing 

individuals from switching states, we would introduce unexplained heterogeneity into 

estimates of survival rates if an individual experienced higher survival rates once it lost 

its nasal-marker but was not allowed to transition to the metal-band state in the model.  If 

S increased for pre-epoxy females after losing their nasal-marker, this approach would 

account for a potential increase in S. 

 As part of this model selection tier, we reevaluated the strength of support for the 

parameters SYMAY and SYJUN from the preliminary model, along with the additive 

adjustment to recapture probability for females released with nasal-markers as adults 

(RCNM).  Combining all these models resulted in suite of 48 models and the model-

selection table for these models are included in Appendix A.  For ease of presentation, we 

present results for a model suite regarding the impact of nasal-markers on S and ƒ with 

respect to both age classes using the most supported structure for detection probability 
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(Table 5).  

 

 Harvest, Environmental Conditions, and Survival Rates.  The final component of 

our MCR analysis addressed how adult female survival rates (SAHY) relate to 

environmental conditions and flyway-specific harvest data.  Even though we were 

primarily interested in relating variation in SAHY to harvest, we also included covariates 

for different metrics of lesser scaup population abundance and environmental variation.  

By modeling the relationship between SAHY and several classes of covariates, we could 

gain insight into the relative importance of harvest, population abundance, and 

environmental variation to variability in SAHY.  We did not explore the relationship 

between harvest and environmental covariates and SJUV because we had only 8 years of 

juvenile releases, 3 of which were small cohorts (< 100 juveniles).  In addition, we did 

not model adult female harvest rates in relation to covariates because model fit was 

drastically reduced for any of the covariates we attempted to use (∆AICc > 100).  For this 

component of the analysis, we let ƒAHY, ƒJUV, and SJUV vary with time and present results 

for these models but we repeated the analysis with these parameters held constant and the 

results did not change.   

 We examined the relationship between flyway metrics of lesser scaup harvest and 

survival rates for our population (Alisauskas et al. 2006, Cooch et al. 2014).  Our analysis 

focused on Pacific flyway harvest because 67% of the females from our study population 

were recovered in the Pacific flyway and another 12% of were recovered in western 

Mexico after excluding recoveries on the study site (40% of total recoveries occur on the 

study site).  The remaining recoveries off of the site occurred in the Central (13%) and 
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the Mississippi flyways (8%), respectfully.  We made one exception for the Central 

flyway by including the sum of Pacific (HARVEST) and Central flyway annual harvest 

(PACCEN) as a covariate for SAHY (Appendix B).  We standardized HARVEST and 

PACCEN (x ̅ = 0, SD = 1) for the years 2000 to 2015 instead of 2005 to 2015 to reduce 

the weight of 2012 in the standardizing calculations.  Initially, we standardized these data 

relative for the years of study period but were concerned the standardization was overly 

influenced by data from 2012 when liberalized hunting regulations resulted in the U.S. 

estimate of harvested lesser scaup jumping from an approximate 15-year average of 

280,000 lesser scaup to an estimated harvest of 630,000 (Figure 2, Appendix B).  This 

was reasonable for this time period given that the years since 2000 seem to be a period of 

relative process stationarity for lesser scaup populations and lesser scaup harvest 

management (Boomer and Johnson 2007, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2016).  Our 

examination of Pacific flyway harvest and this values relationship to the daily-bag-limit 

(DBL) was aided by the inclusion of the years 2000 to 2004 because the DBL was set to 

4 scaup/day in the Pacific flyway during these years (Figure 2, Appendix B).   

 To disentangle total harvest estimates from the Pacific flyway, harvest 

regulations, and fluctuating population sizes which are unknown during winter (Sedinger 

and Rexstad 1994, Sedinger and Herzog 2012), we divided HARVEST by the annual 

daily bag limit for lesser scaup in the Pacific flyway (HRV/DBL, equation 1).  This value 

is a measure of realized harvest relative to potential harvest or more literally full-bag-

limit-days-equivalent’ (HRV/DBL), and may be positively related to population density 

if relative hunter success (i.e., harvest for any given daily bag limit value) is higher in 
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years of higher lesser scaup population abundance.  At the flyway level, higher values of 

HRV/DBL maybe related positively to population density because fluctuations in other 

common metrics of hunter participation in the Pacific flyway (e.g., total hunters or days 

spent afield) don’t seem to influence the number of lesser scaup harvested in the Pacific 

flyway, at least since 2000 (Table 2).  The use of harvest records to serve as an index of 

population size and this interpretation is not without precedent (Elton and Nicholson 

1942, Hutchings and Myers 1994, Fromentin and Powers 2005, Maunder et al. 2006).  

However, the utility of total duck population harvest as an index of population size is 

unreasonable until the daily bag limit and hunting season length is accounted for in this 

application because the daily bag limit does influence annual lesser scaup harvest in the 

Pacific flyway (Table 2, Figure 2). 

 The use of HRV/DBL is analogous to analysis of ‘catch-per-unit-effort’ in 

fisheries management, which is a parameter used to approximate population density or 

abundance if confounding factors can be accounted for during statistical analysis 

(Hutchings and Myers 1994, Fromentin and Powers 2005).  This practice has been 

criticized as unreliable, especially in pelagic fisheries, because this metric may be 

influenced by factors such as shifts in countries’ fishing fleets from one species to 

another or oscillations in ocean temperatures which can shift species distribution 

(Maunder et al. 2006).  The merits of comparable criticisms for our use of HRV/DBL 

warrant consideration and we discuss two of these in brief and more thoroughly in our 

discussion.  We did not account for annual variation in hunter effort or variation in 

hunting season length (cumulatively, ‘total exposure days to harvest’) because: 1) Pacific 
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flyway hunting regulations during the study period were set under a constant 

recommendation of a 107 day hunting season; 2) the opening date of hunting season in 

southwest Montana was the same weekend for each year of the study period;  3) split 

hunting seasons, states split by flyways, different season splits within states preclude 

meaningful interpretation of these impacts on harvest rate (Williams and Johnson 1995); 

and 4) annual variation in shifts to migration phenology and subsequent variation in 

regional exposure to harvest may balance out at the scale of an entire flyway; and 5) there 

is little evidence total lesser scaup harvest is impacted by hunter participation or hunter 

effort in the Pacific flyway (Table 3).  In addition, juvenile lesser scaup are more 

vulnerable to harvest and thus increases in the JUV:AHY ratio should be positively 

related to total harvest (Pace and Afton 1999, Afton and Anderson 2001, Arnold et al. 

2016).  However, we did not account for annual variation in the JUV:AHY because we 

were interested in HARVEST as a metric of total lesser scaup harvested as opposed to a 

proxy age-specific harvest rates (Alisauskas et al. 2006).  We cannot eliminate the 

possibility HRV/DBL fluctuates in response to environmental factors, though it is not 

clear given what this mechanism would be given that total harvest is related to the daily 

bag limit (Table 3, Figure 2).  That is to say, if lesser scaup harvest was strongly 

impacted by environmental fluctuations at the flyway level, then we would expect a 

weak-relationship between total harvest and the daily bag limit.   

 The interaction between HARVEST and HRV/DBL was estimated as the product 

of the standardized values of these two covariates (INTERACTION, equation 2) and was 

also included as a single covariate for annual adult female survival rates. 
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Equation 1: HRV/DBL = HARVEST/DBL 

Equation 2: INTERACTION = (
HARVESTt-HARVEST̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

SD(HARVEST)
∙
HRV/DBLt- HRV/DBL̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

SD(HRV/DBL)
) 

If the value of INTERACTION is interpreted in the context of its multipliers, it is 

possible to identify four scenarios, two of which would be predicted to result in higher 

survival rates and two of which would result in lower S, conditional on the assumption 

fluctuations in HARVEST are related to autumn and winter population size (Table 3).  

We predicted that S would increase in years when the INTERACTION was positive 

either because simultaneous increases in total harvest (HARVEST) and densities 

(HRV/DBL) would result in compensatory responses in adult female survival rates 

(Table 2).  At the same time, we predicted S would increase in years when total harvest 

(HARVEST) and densities (HRV/DBL) were simultaneously below average in response 

to inconsequential, additive harvest mortality and low population densities (Table 2).  We 

also predicted that S and would decrease when HARVEST was above average and 

HRV/DBL was below average (negative INTERACTION) because harvest mortality 

would be relatively high and additive (Table 2).  Similarly, in years when HARVEST 

was above average but HRV/DBL was below average (negative INTERACTION), we 

predicted S would decrease in response to above average population abundance but low 

total harvest (Errington 1945).  For our two metrics of harvest magnitude (HARVEST 

and PACCEN), we predicted that S would tend to be negatively to these values because 

of the likely confounding of population density and harvest magnitude that has impaired 

analyses aimed at improving scientific understanding of the role of harvest in the 

population dynamics of North American duck populations (Sedinger and Herzog 2012).   
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 The only reliable estimate of population size for lesser scaup comes from the May 

Breeding Pair and Habitat Survey (BPOP), which is conducted for most common ducks 

species breeding in North America (Afton and Anderson 2001, U. S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service 2016).  The BPOP counts were included as a covariate for S corresponding to the 

winter beginning in the same calendar year as when the BPOP was conducted.  We 

expected this relationship to be weak because we could not account for changes in 

population size resulting from adult mortality occurring between May and October or for 

the number of juveniles recruited into the population at the beginning of autumn.  In 

addition, we used time-lagged values of BPOP (SYR[BPOPYR+1]) to assess the degree to 

which S from our study population varies with adult population size after the passing of 

hunting season(s) and winter (BPOPLag).  The mid-winter lesser scaup population counts 

were not considered as a covariate for the analysis because their use has been advised 

against as a metric of population abundance due to concerns about the design of these 

surveys (Afton and Anderson 2001).  Concerns about the mid-winter count emphasize the 

importance of considering alternative metrics of population abundance when examining 

the impact of harvest on duck population survival rates.  BPOP and BPOPlag were 

standardized (x ̅= 0, SD = 1) for the years 2000 - 2016 to dampen the weight of any given 

year in this calculation (Appendix B). 

 We included two measures of climate as covariates for adult survival rates to 

assess the importance of climate relative to the role of harvest and density.  The first 

environmental covariate we considered was the average El Niño Oscillation Index value 

(ELNINO) averaged over the months October through April (NOAA 2017a).  Afton and 
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Anderson (2001) noted declines in lesser scaup populations may be related to shifts in 

sea-surface temperatures in the northern Pacific Ocean which are influenced by El Niño 

oscillations (Harrison and Larkin 1998).  Black brant (Branta bernicla nigricans) 

wintering along the Pacific coast of North America have been shown to negatively 

respond to El Niño events in response to declines in abundance and density of eelgrass 

beds (Zostera marina), which is a fundamental specie to intertidal ecosystems along the 

Pacific coast of North America (Sedinger et al. 2006).  We included mean El Niño 

Oscillation index values to quantify an important influence on weather in western and 

central North America scaup (Ropelewski and Halpert 1986) that may be important to the 

over-winter ecology of many waterfowl species, including lesser scaup.   

 We calculated a regional climate covariate from the number of days when the 

minimum temperatures in Salt Lake City International Airport, UT (lat = 40.8ᵒ N, long = 

111.9 W, 1288 m msl) were colder than -3.9ᵒ C (25ᵒ F) between October 1 and January 

10 (SLCFRZ, x ̅= 0, SD = 1).  The data were recorded at Salt Lake City International 

Airport, UT (NOAA 2017b), and we reasoned temperatures are colder closer to the study 

site because of a general rise in elevation and latitude between Red Rock Lakes and Salt 

Lake City.  Recovery data indicate that many females in our study population are in a 

region stretching from the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem to the marshes of the Great 

Salt Lake from the beginning of hunting season until early December (USFWS, 

unpublished data).  As with our El Niño covariate, we did not have a priori predictions 

about the relationship between these covariates and adult female survival rates, but they 

are both measures of environmental variability that may be important to lesser scaup 
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survival rates, are values not likely contaminated by substantial measurement error, and 

are independent of each other (Appendix B). 

 

Recovery Distance  

 To investigate possible interactions between nasal-markers and lesser scaup 

ecology, we modeled recovery distance from the study site with respect to age and nasal-

marker status.  Hunter recoveries of lesser scaup females banded at Lower Lake provided 

us data that allowed for an evaluation as to whether nasal-markers might limit migration 

capability to staging and wintering habitats.  If nasal-marked females were harvested 

closer to the study site than were metal-band females, it would suggest that they have 

higher mortality rates during autumn or that nasal-markers interfered with their ability to 

migrate.  To reduce uncertainty about nasal-marker status when harvested resulting from 

nasal-marker loss, only females released from 2009-2016 were included in this analysis 

because they experienced reduced nasal-marker loss rates.  Harvested females were 

classified into groups based on their age (AGE) when harvested and their nasal-marker 

status (NM) when released.  

 Recovery distance (km) was calculated as the distance from the study site to the 

harvest location using the R package Geosphere (R Package geosphere, https://CRAN.R-

project.org/package=geosphere, 01 JAN 17).  Because local harvest on the study site did 

not offer insight into the ability of individuals to migrate away from the study site before 

the onset of winter, we excluded local recoveries from the analysis.  Recovery distance 

and recovery date were standardized for our analysis (x ̅= 0, SD = 1) but we present 

results on the natural scale of recovery days and recovery distance.  Models with squared 
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and cubic relationships between recovery distance and recovery day were initially 

considered, but there was little support for these relationships and were not considered 

further (Figure 3).  In addition, our modest sample sizes precluded annual comparisons of 

recovery distance for groups of interest.  

 We used generalized linear models in Program R with normally distributed error 

terms to model the recovery distance of female scaup as a function the following 

explanatory variables: 1) days since the beginning of hunting season (Julian date 272 - 

September 29), which were centered to the mean of recovery day (DRDAY); 2) the age 

class of individuals when harvested (AGE); and 3) and nasal-marker status when 

harvested (NM).  Recovery distance increased as hunting season progressed, so our most 

reduced model included DRDAY (Figure 3).  The variance of recovery distance 

increased with recovery date, but the raw data (Figure 3), residual values, and fitted 

values did not indicate that these patterns substantially changed between groups.  Thus, 

we did not transform recovery date or recovery distance to better meet the assumption of 

constant variance (Ramsey and Schafer 2012).  In the interest of prudence, the analysis 

was repeated with log-transformed values of recovery distance and recovery date, with 

and without the Lower Lake hunter recoveries included as data, and our results did not 

change.  For the recovery data, median DRDAY (Julian date 327) and mean DRDAY 

(Julian date 333) differed by one week, suggesting that these recovery distance data were 

only modestly skewed towards the beginning of hunting season.   

 We then constructed models for recovery distance containing additive 

relationships for recovery distance to DRDAY, AGE, and NM.  In addition, we included 
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models with interactions between the explanatory variables.  We evaluated the support 

provided by the data for each model by comparing AICc values relative to the lowest 

(best) AICc scores for any model (∆AICc) and model-specific Akaike weights (wi).  By 

summing Akaike weights across models that contained a common explanatory variable, 

we examined the relative strength of evidence for including each covariate across our set 

of candidate models, which had a balanced number of models with respect to how many 

times each covariate appeared in the model list (Burnham and Anderson 2002).  Strength 

of the relationships between the explanatory variables and recovery distance were 

assessed by the coefficient values and corresponding standard errors (SE). 

 

Pre-Breeding and Brood-Rearing Body Condition 

 Nasal-markers are sometimes observed to get entangled in vegetation during 

foraging, potentially decreasing foraging efficiency and reducing body condition of 

nasal-marked females (Brook and Clark 2002, Guillemain et al. 2007).  Therefore, we 

assessed the body condition of previously-marked females released ≥ 2 months before 

recapture relative to unmarked females captured in the same environmental conditions as 

unmarked females (± 3 days).  We were not able to use repeated measures of the same 

individuals because there are few recaptures of the same females over multiple years at 

approximately the same Julian date.  Even comparisons among years during the same 

season would be problematic because pre-breeding body condition is strongly influenced 

by water temperatures and the depth of Lower Lake, two environmental attributes which 

are variable within years and even within the two months of May and June (Warren et al. 

2013).   
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 Body condition, as measured by residual mass after accounting for body size 

(head length), was modeled separately for the pre-breeding and brood-rearing periods 

because body condition is higher and more variable in the pre-breeding season than in the 

brood-rearing period (Figure 4).  Warren et al. (2013) found pre-breeding body condition 

was positively and non-linearly related to water temperature (logarithmically transformed 

water temperatures [LNTEMP]) and water depth as measured by the Lower Lake’s 

elevation above msl (LEVEL), but that the relationship was dependent on water level 

such that the increase in body condition was lower in years when the level of Lower Lake 

was higher.  In addition, SY females had lower body condition than ASY females and a 

random intercept for year explained important annual variation in pre-breeding body 

condition not explained by the fixed-effects (i.e., estimated standard deviation for random 

intercept equaled 30.9 g, Warren et al. 2013).  To evaluate the potential impact of nasal-

markers on pre-breeding condition, we constructed three models comprised of the fixed 

and random effects from the most-supported model from Warren et al. (2013, described 

above) while allowing the three models to differ by: 1) not accounting for nasal-marker 

presence; 2) modeling nasal-marker presence of captured females as a fixed-effect (NM); 

and 3) including a fixed-effect of nasal-markers and an interaction between the fixed-

effects of nasal-markers and water temperature (LNTEMP).  We chose this approach 

because it allowed us to use existing knowledge for our study-population, eliminating the 

need to build an exhaustive set of candidate models for pre-breeding body-condition.   

 Residual body mass was estimated as the body mass regressed against the first 

principal component (total head length mm), which explained most (72%) of the 
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variation in female head and tarsus measurements (Devries et al. 2008, Warren et al. 

2013).  This residual value of body mass was our response variable for models of pre and 

post-breeding body condition and we calculated residual body mass for the pre-breeding 

season and brood-rearing season so residual body condition for these two time periods 

would be comparable (Figure 4).  The three models for pre-breeding body condition were 

fit using Program R with the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2014) and the strengths of the 

relationships between the fixed effects and residual body condition were assessed by 

examining the coefficient values and corresponding SEs. 

 For the brood-rearing season, exploratory plotting of data from nasal-marked and 

unmarked females indicated there was little variation in body condition when compared 

to the variation in pre-breeding body condition and also indicated there was little 

evidence that condition differed by a bird’s marker type (Figure 4).  The only consistent 

pattern in these data was a slight but steady increase in body condition for all females as 

late summer transitioned to autumn (RCDAY).   Therefore, a small set of reduced linear 

models was considered for residual body mass consisting of capture date and linear 

relationships to different combinations of nasal-marker status (NM), water levels (LVL), 

and water temperature on the natural scale (TEMP).  The model with largest parameter 

count consisted of linear relationships for each of these explanatory variables, but we did 

not consider models with interactions between explanatory variables given the low 

variability brood-rearing residual body condition (Figure 4).  We assessed support for 

each of these models using AICc and the strength of the relationship of explanatory 

variables by examining the values of the coefficients and their SEs.  
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Nest-Initiation Date and Clutch Size  

 Nest-initiation date and clutch size are two key metrics of reproductive success in 

birds, and measures of these vital rates are often researched in many species, including 

lesser scaup (Afton 1984, Koons et al. 2006, Gurney et al. 2011).  We used nesting data 

collected in 2014 and 2015 to examine the potential impact nasal-markers have on these 

two vital rates.  Nests were classified as nasal-marked (NM), unmarked (UM, including 

metal-banded), and unknown (UN) based on the nasal-marker status of the attending 

female.  The inclusion of 21 nests of unknown nasal-marker status were included because 

the distribution of nest-initiation dates for unknown nests appeared to be earlier than the 

rest of the nests we monitored, especially in 2014 (Figure 5).  In the few cases when we 

found a nest of a female that had been captured during night-lighting of the same year, 

we removed the nest from the analysis.  We compared clutch size and nest initiation date 

for nasal-marked females to sympatric nesting unmarked female scaup about whom we 

had no individual information.  Although we had to assume that the age distribution of 

nesting nasal-marked females did not substantially differ for unmarked or unknown status 

females, it is worth noting that these vital rates have been shown to vary with age in 

lesser scaup (Afton 1984).  Further, because females from all nests experienced the same 

environmental conditions, no environmental covariates were considered, and we 

accounted for annual differences in nest-initiation date by including year as an 

explanatory variable.   

 We modeled nest-initiation date with generalized linear models in Program R 

with normally distributed error terms with respect to year (YR), unknown nasal-marker 
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status (UN), being nasal-marked (NM), and annual interactions between the unknown 

and nasal-marked groups.  Exploratory plots of the nest-initiation date and clutch size 

data indicated the assumptions of constant variance and normality were not severely 

violated for these data (Figure 5, Ramsey and Schafer 2012).  The ∆AICc values and 

model weights (wi) for candidate models were used to evaluate how much support the 

data provided for each of our competing models (Burnham and Anderson 2002). When 

presenting results, we used centered but not standardized values of nest-initiation dates to 

enhance the interpretability of our results.    

 Our analysis of clutch sizes were extensions of the linear models used in the nest-

initiation date analysis but nest-initiation date was used and an explanatory variable and 

clutch size was the response variable.  Seasonal declines in clutch size are common 

among bird species and this relationship was strong enough for our data that nest 

initiation date was included in all models of clutch size (Rowe et al. 1994).  Even though 

UN status nests were included in the data because it was important to account for their 

potential influence on our results, we never included UN as an explanatory variable for 

clutch size without including NM as an explanatory variable in order to reduce the total 

number of models in the candidate set for clutch size.  We assessed support from the data 

for particular models using the same criteria as our models for nest-initiation date. 

 

Hatchling Mass 

 Investment in reproduction by female birds can be measured by the total number 

of eggs but also by the size of the eggs.  We did not measure eggs in the clutches we 

monitored during the 2014 and 2015 field seasons, and thus, we were not able to compare 
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clutch volume between nasal-marked and unmarked lesser scaup.  However, as part of 

research for estimating the survival rates of ducklings on the study site, we visited nests 

as they were hatching and web-tagged ducklings before they left the nest.  We used 

duckling mass at hatching as an indicator of a female’s investment relative to her nasal-

marker status into her clutch if the clutch was successful at surviving to hatching (Figure 

5).  

 Initial plots of individual duckling mass values indicated that the hatchling mass 

of siblings were not independent response variables. Rather than account for this form of 

pseudo-replication with a random effect for each nest as a surrogate for the female 

tending the nest, we used average duckling mass for each nest as the response variable in 

this analysis (Figure 5).  Average duckling mass was modeled using generalized linear 

models in Program R with normally distributed error terms.  These data did not severely 

violate the assumptions of constant variance or normality, and thus, we did not transform 

these data (Ramsey and Schafer 2012).  

 The explanatory variables we considered for duckling mass were nasal-marker 

status of the nesting female (NM = nasal-marked), year (YEAR), hatch date (HDAY), 

and squared hatch-date (HDAY2).  Our most reduced model included hatch date as an 

explanatory variable because duckling mass increases with hatch date in our study system 

(Figure 5).  Our most complex model included a fixed effect of year and interactions 

between the nasal-marker status of the female and both HDAY and HDAY2.  We used 

AICc and relative model weight (wi) to assess support for different models of average 

duckling mass and interpreted the importance of nasal-markers by examining the 
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standard errors and confidence intervals for corresponding parameters.  

 

Results 

 

Multistate Survival and Harvest Rates 

 From the pre-breeding season in 2005 until the end of the breeding season in 

2016, we captured 2,669 unique lesser scaup females of which 660 were nasal-marked 

adults, 71 were metal-banded adults, 619 were nasal-marked juveniles, and 1,441 were 

metal-banded juveniles.  Of these, 122 were recaptured and re-released with new or 

replaced nasal-markers, which resulted in a total of 2,791 capture histories for our MCR 

analysis.  Almost half of the adults were subsequently encountered after initial release 

(349 versus 382), while approximately 20% of juveniles were encountered again (357 

versus 1,703).  Our reencounter data consisted of 142 recaptures, 1,348 unique 

resightings of nasal-marked females, and 213 dead recoveries.  There were 56 juvenile 

and 20 adult females recovered within 10 km of the study site and another 85 juvenile 

and 52 adult females were recovered from more-distant locales.  Of 31 females released 

as adults and subsequently recovered, 14 were direct recoveries, (i.e., recovered in the 

same year that they were released).  Recoveries away from the study site were generally 

at more southern latitudes than Lower Lake, and these data suggest most individuals 

migrate to the marshes of the Great Salt Lake before broadly dispersing across the Pacific 

and Central Flyways (U.S. FWS, unpublished data).  

 

 Preliminary Model Structure.  We began our model-selection process for nasal-

marker loss by identifying a preliminary model structure suitable for examining the 
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relationships between nasal-marker loss and resight detection probability.  August resight 

probability for SY females didn’t differ from AHY females 

(β̂
SYAUG

 = -0.039, SE = 0.260) nor did SY September recapture probability 

(β̂
SYSEP

 = 0.162, SE = 0.302), thus we removed these parameters from our preliminary 

model.  In addition, additive parameters allowing recapture probability to differ for 

females nasal-marked as adults (β̂
RCNM

 = -0.236, SE = 0.291) and the additive adjustment 

to harvest rates for nasal-marked females (β̂
NMHIND

 = -0.623, SE = 0.404) were removed 

from the preliminary model structure.  May resight probability was lower for SY females 

than for AHY females (β̂
SYMAY

 = -0.402, SE = 0.257) while SY June recapture 

probability was lower than for AHY females (β̂
SYJUN

=0.652, SE = 0.265).  Trap 

avoidance resulted in lower recapture probability for adult females one-year after release 

(β̂
RCTRAP

= -0.726, SE = 0.333) and this parameter was retained in all our subsequent 

MCR models.   

 

 Nasal-marker Loss.  In the model most strongly supported by the data, resight 

probability for pre-epoxy nasal-markers began declining 20 months after release (Table 

4).  Resight probability declined linearly with nasal-marker age on the logit scale and by 

40 months, virtually all females nasal-marked without epoxy were undetectable due to 

nasal-marker loss (Figure 6).  This model was well supported (wi = 0.64) and in 

accordance with our expectations, the model with the same linear relationship between 

nasal-marker age and resight probability that did not allow loss to begin until 16 months 

(∆AICc = 3.03) after release ranked second in the first model-selection tier (Table 4).  
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The model lacking a relationship between nasal-marker age and resight probability 

received no support (∆AICc = 44.76), indicating that pre-epoxy, nasal-marker loss caused 

substantial declines in resight probability (Figure 6).     

 Our model-selection tier for post-epoxy nasal-marker loss resulted in ambiguous 

results regarding when nasal-marker loss began, but indicated strong support for models 

with an exponential relationship between nasal-marker age and resight probability on the 

logit scale (Table 5).  Models that allowed resight detection probability to begin declining 

28, 16, and 20 months after being attached received similar support from the data (Table 

5).  Since the model with expNMAGE28post had a slightly reduced deviance value, we 

used this relationship for the duration of our model-selection procedures.  Despite model 

selection uncertainty there was support for greater nasal-marker retention rates for 

females that were nasal-marked using epoxy because the model not accounting for post-

epoxy, nasal-marker loss had a (∆AICc) value of 3.51 relative to the most supported 

model (expNMAGE28post).  As was expected by the similar levels of support for the top 

three models, visual inspection of the survival and harvest rate parameters from the top 

three models revealed these parameter values did not vary in a biologically meaningful 

way between any of the top models.  Thus, we incorporated the NMAGE20pre and the 

expNMAGE28post relationships for all subsequent MCR models (Figure 6).   

 

 Nasal-markers, Age, Survival Rates, and Harvest Rates.  Of the models relating 

nasal-markers to changes in survival and harvest rates, the model allowing survival rates 

to differ between nasal-marked and metal-banded females without respect to age received 

>2 times as much support as any other model (Table 6, wi = 0.36).  The decrease in S was 
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of the same magnitude for juveniles and adults which resulted in a larger percentage 

reduction in the survival rate of juvenile female lesser scaup 

(β̂
NMSIND

 = -0.915, SE = 0.161).  Overall results from the model containing age-specific 

adjustments to S for NM females (Table 6, wi = 0.14, ∆AICc = 1.85) were consistent with 

those from the top model as the parameter estimate for the coefficient adjusting survival 

of juveniles for the nasal marker effect (β̂
NMSJUV

 = -1.035, SE = 0.296) was similar and 

had a confidence interval that broadly overlapped values for the adult adjustment term 

(β̂
NMSAHY

 = -0.805, SE = 0.263).  There was virtually no support for a model that did not 

allow survival rates to differ between NM and MB adults (Table 6, ∆AICc > 11.48, wi = 

0.0).   

 The second and third most-supported models included parameters relating nasal-

marker presence to harvest rates (Table 6, both ∆AICc = 1.73, wi = 0.15), but the 

parameter coefficients indicated harvest rates did not vary between NM juveniles and MB 

juveniles (β̂
NMHJUV

 = 0.122, SE = 0.200) or for NM and MB females of either age class 

(β̂
NMHIND

 = 0.100, SE = 0.170).  Thus, the data provided little evidence that nasal-marked 

females were harvested at higher rates than were NM juvenile or adult females. 

 The two models that allowed pre-epoxy, nasal-marked adults to have increased 

survival rates as they lost their nasal-markers (16 and 20 months after release) received 

little support from the data (Table 6, wi = 0.06, ∆AICc,LOSS16 = 3.61, ∆AICc,LOSS20 = 

3.63).  For both models, the coefficients allowing survival rates to increase were 

statistically equivalent to 0 (β̂
LOSS16

  = 0.001, SE = 0.012, β̂
LOSS20

  = 0.007, SE = 0.013). 

 Annual survival rates for NM adult females averaged 0.49 (SE = 0.02) over the 
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11-year study period, whereas MB females had an average survival rate of 0.66 (SE = 

0.03).  The first-winter survival rate for NM juveniles averaged 0.23 (SE = 0.02) over the 

winters beginning in 2009-2015, whereas MB juveniles had an average first-winter 

survival rate of 0.39 (SE = 0.03) over the course of the study period (excluding 2006, 

2007).  Annual survival rates for adult females ranged from a high of 0.78 (SE = 0.06) in 

2007 to a low of 0.60 (SE = 0.07) after accounting for differences in survival related to 

nasal-markers.  Over the years when larger samples of juveniles were released (2009 - 

2015), the highest estimate of first-winter survival for metal-banded females was 0.55 

(SE = 0.08) and lowest in 2010 when it was estimated to decline to 0.34 (SE = 0.06).  

 Estimated harvest rates for adult females were about half the average rate for 

juveniles over the study period.  The annual probability of being shot, retrieved, and 

reported averaged 0.034 (SE = 0.004) for adults and 0.08 for juveniles (SE = 0.006).  

Estimated adult harvest rate peaked at 0.07 (SE = 0.04) in 2005 and was its lowest in 

2007 when the estimate was 0.01 (SE = 0.01).  In 2005, 23 juvenile metal-band females 

were released and none of them were reported to have been harvested.  From 2009 to 

2015, juvenile harvest rate was highest in 2009 at 0.12 (SE = 0.06) and 2009 was one of 

two years when reported juvenile harvest exceeded 10%, the other being 2014.  The year 

with the lowest juvenile harvest rate was 2010 when the estimated rate fell to 0.06 (SE = 

0.02).   

 The additive adjustments to detection probability identified as most important in 

our preliminary model were supported in the model-selection process comparing all the 

structures for detection probability and all different model structures for NM impacts on 
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age-specific survival and harvest rates (Appendix A).  The estimated parameter 

coefficient for RCTRAP equaled -0.761 (SE = 0.330), the estimated coefficient for 

SYMAY equaled -0.418 (SE = 0.251), and the estimated coefficient for SYJUN was 

0.708 (SE = 0.240) in our most supported model from this model-selection tier (Table 6, 

Appendix A).  Resight and recapture probabilities varied substantially over the study 

period but in general, recapture probabilities declined over time as the number of releases 

increased (Appendix C). 

 

 Harvest, Environmental Conditions, and Survival Rates.  We estimated survival 

rates as a function of environmental and harvest covariates from 2005 - 2015 when the 

estimated lesser scaup adult population size grew from an average of approximately 3.3 

million adults to an approximate average of 4.5 million adults (Appendix B).  In the 

Pacific flyway, the daily bag limit for lesser scaup was three scaup/day except in 2008 (2 

scaup/day) and in 2012 (7 scaup/day).  Pacific flyway total harvest was highest in 2012 

and lowest in 2011 when an estimated 62,590 and 22,050 lesser scaup were harvested, 

respectively.  The number of full bag limit days was highest in 2007 at 17,137 and lowest 

in 2011 at a calculated value of 7,350 (Appendix B).  Total harvest for the Pacific and 

Central flyways (PACCEN) was highest when the DBL was liberalized in 2012 and 

estimated total harvest equaled 173,440 lesser scaup and lowest in 2008 when estimated 

total harvest equaled 56,120 lesser scaup.  For every increase in the DBL by one lesser 

scaup, HARVEST increased by 6,743 (SE = 2,062) lesser scaup while HRV/DBL 

decreased by 867 (SE = 652) full-bag-limit-equivalent days (Figure 2, Appendix B).  El 

Niño Oscillation index was highest in years 2007 and 2010 and lowest in 2009 and 2015 
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(Table 6).  The index of regional coldness during autumn and early winter (SLCFRZ) 

was highest 2009 and 2011 and lowest in 2005 and 2014.  

 The most supported explanatory variable for S was the interaction between total 

harvest and full bag limit days (INTERACTION, Table 7, wi = 0.31).  Estimated adult 

female survival rates increased when the interaction term between HARVEST and 

HRV/DBL increased (β̂
INTERACTION

 =  0.168, SE = 0.091) and estimates were at their highest 

in 2007, 2010, and 2011 and lowest in 2008 and 2012, the two years when the daily-bag-

limit was changed from 3 scaup/day.  Adult female survival rates were estimated to be 

positively related to the number of freezing days during autumn in the region between the 

study site and Salt Lake City, UT (wi = 0.14, β̂
SLCFRZ

 = 0.122, SE = 0.083) and negatively 

related to total lesser scaup harvest in the Pacific and Central flyways 

(wi = 0.13, β̂
PACCEN

 = -0.111, SE = 0.076).  However, given the modest precision of the 

estimated coefficients and the overlap of their respective 95% confidence intervals with 

0, each of these models received a similar amount of support from the data as did the 

intercept only model, making it difficult to conclude how prevalent temporal variation in 

S is for these data (Table 7).  

 

Recovery Distance 

 We analyzed recovery distance for 22 AHY MB, 21 AHY NM, 52 JUV MB, and 

38 JUV NM lesser scaup banded at Red Rock Lakes from 2009 - 2016 and recovered > 

10 km away from the banding release location on the study area.  Mean recovery distance 

was 1170 km (SD = 846 km) for adults and 924 km (SD = 762 km) for juveniles from the 

study site (Figure 3).  Our most-supported model included nasal-marker status as an 
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explanatory variable (Table 8, wi = 0.28) and an interaction between nasal-marker status 

and recovery date.  But the parameter coefficients suggested NM females may have been 

recovered further from the study site, although this difference was not biologically 

meaningful (β̂
NM

 = 154.9 km, SE = 111.5 km, β̂
NM:DRDATE

 = 5.7 km/day, SE = 3.2 km/day).  

The high support from the data for the model only including recovery date as an 

explanatory variable reinforces the conclusion that recovery distance did not substantially 

vary between age or marker-status group (Table 8, wi = 0.18, ∆AICc = 0.84) and that the 

estimated mean recovery distance of 1004.2 km (SE = 55.9 km) was representative of 

both age classes and marker-status groups.  Recovery distance from the study site 

increased linearly at a rate of 13.1 km/day (SE = 1.6 km/day).  There was little evidence 

that recovery distance differed between age classes because the top three most-supported 

models did not include age as an explanatory variable (Table 8). 

 

Pre-Breeding and Brood-Rearing Body Condition  

 We captured 454 unmarked and 39 nasal-marked females (9 % of total) during the 

pre-breeding seasons of 2007 to 2015.  On average, 4 or 5 NM females were captured per 

year, though the sample was larger for the years 2007 to 2010 when an average of 85 

adult females were captured in May and June as opposed to an average of 30 adult 

females per year from 2010 to 2015 when pre-breeding captures only occurred in June.  

From 2007 to 2015, average pre-breeding body mass of captured females was 733.5 g 

(SD = 69.6 g).  Lower Lake water levels varied during capture periods by 0.83 m during 

the pre-breeding period (SD = 0.19 m) and water temperatures varied by over 20ᵒ C (SD 

= 4.60ᵒ C) in May and June during these years from a minimum temperature of 4.1ᵒ C to 
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a maximum of 24.5ᵒ C.  Our results were consistent with those of Warren et al. (2013) in 

that body condition increased with water levels (Table 9, Figure 4) and demonstrated a 

strong, non-linear increase to increases in water temperature, but this relationship 

weakened as water levels rose (Table 9).  NM females did not have lower residual body 

mass than did UM females (β̂
NM

 = -1.6 g, SE = 10.4 g) and there was little evidence that 

this relationship was dependent upon water temperature (β̂
NM:LNTEMP

 = 5.7, SE = 10.4).  

The random effect of year on the intercept term corresponding to unexplained variation in 

residual body mass had an estimated standard deviation of 22.44 (residual deviation = 

61.17). 

 During the brood-rearing period, 270 unmarked females and 34 nasal-marked 

females (11% of total) were captured from 2008 to 2015.  Unlike the pre-breeding 

season, the number of captured females varied considerably over the years from a 

minimum of 4 in 2008 (2 NM) to a maximum of 90 in 2015 (8 NM) due to varying 

capture techniques and effort.  Average post-brood rearing body mass equaled 600.7 g 

(SD = 40.2 g) and increased at an average daily rate of 0.8 g/day (SE = 0.2 g/day).  The 

most supported model for post-breeding condition had a single parameter explanatory 

variable, capture date, that explained variability in residual body mass (Table 10, Figure 

4).  There was minimal evidence that NM females differed in body condition 

(β̂
NM

 = -3.5 g, SE = 6.5 g), and every additional parameter that we considered in addition 

to capture date received little support from the data (Table 10).   

 

Nest-Initiation Date and Clutch Size 

 We assessed the relationship between nasal-markers and nest-initiation date for 
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171 unmarked (UM), 32 nasal-marked (NM,) and 21 unknown-status (UN) lesser scaup 

females.  Our sample was quite evenly distributed between years: we monitored 109 nests 

in 2014 and 115 nests in 2015, 17 and 15 of which were tended by nasal-marked females, 

respectively (Figure 5).  Mean nest-initiation date of monitored nests was June 20 in 2014 

(SD = 8 days) and June 19 in 2015 (SD = 9 days).  There was considerable model-

selection uncertainty for these data and our results are ambiguous and the top three 

models, one of which included nasal-marker status as an explanatory variable, had wi 

values equal to 0.17, 0.17, and 0.16 (Table 11).   All 3 models included a difference in 

mean nest-initiation date for nests of unknown status, whereas two of these models 

included an additive relationship between nest-initiation dates for nests tended by NM 

females relative to those for nests of UM females.  For the model not including year as an 

explanatory variable, NM females were estimated to have initiated their nests 2.3 days 

(SE = 1.6 days) later than did females known to be unmarked.  Nest of unknown status 

were initiated earlier than the rest of the other groups (β̂
UN

 = -3.6 days, SE = 1.9 days).  

Our inference did not substantially change when UM status was excluded as an 

explanatory variable (Table 11, Row 4) as the estimated delay in nest-initiation date for 

nasal-marked females equaled 2.7 days (SE = 1.6 days).   

 We recorded clutch size and nest-initiation date for 165 unmarked, 30 nasal-

marked, and 16 unknown status lesser scaup females whose nests we monitored in 2014 

and 2015.  There were 13 fewer nests included in this analysis because we excluded nests 

that were destroyed before we could observe total clutch size.  Samples included 101 

nests from 2014 and 110 nests from 2015, 16 and 14 of which were nests of NM females, 
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respectively (Figure 5).  Average clutch size was 8.2 eggs (SD = 1.6) in 2014 and 7.8 

eggs (SD = 1.9) in 2015.  Clutch size declined by 1 egg for approximately every 8 days 

(SDJNID = 8.3 days) a female lesser scaup delayed initiating their nest as the coefficient 

relating clutch size to standardized values of nest initiation date equaled -1.0 SDJNID (SE 

= 0.1 SDJNID).   

 The top three models all included nasal-marker status as an explanatory variable 

for clutch size and were responsible for the majority of the model weights (wi = 0.60), 

lending support to the conclusion NM females had smaller clutches than UM females 

(Table 12).  When the difference in clutch size for nasal-marked females was not allowed 

to vary among years (wi = 0.24, ∆AICc = 0.03), NM females were estimated to have 

clutches with 0.6 fewer eggs per clutch (SE = 0.3 eggs).  Estimates from the best-

supported model indicated that clutch sizes for NM females and UM females did not 

differ in 2014 (β̂
NM,2014

 = 0.0 eggs, SE = 0.4 eggs), but might have differed in 2015, with 

the point estimate for the coefficient estimating the clutch reduction for nasal marked 

females being negative but imprecise (β̂
NM,2015

 -1.0 eggs, SE = 0.6 eggs).   

 

Hatchling Mass 

 We web-tagged 298 hatched ducklings from 55 nests in 2014 and 303 ducklings 

from 58 nests in 2015.  Of these, 10 nests were tended by NM females in each year, 

which resulted in 47 and 46 ducklings being web-tagged at the nests of NM females in 

each year, respectively.  The average date on which ducklings were web-tagged varied by 

less than 2 days between years (2014 = July 24, 2015 = July 25).  The average duckling 

mass per nest was 32.3 g (SD = 2.8 g) in 2014 and 33.3 g (SD = 2.2 g) in 2015.  The 
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model receiving the most support from the data indicated duckling mass at hatching 

increased with hatch date over both years and that there was not substantial variation in 

this rate between 2014 and 2015 (Table 13, wi = 0.29) but that average duckling mass 

was higher in 2015 than in 2014 by 0.5 g (SE = 0.2 g).  The two most-supported models 

by the data accumulated approximately half the total model weights (Table 13, ∑ wi = 

0.49).  The most-supported model including nasal-marker status as an explanatory 

variable (wi = 0.14, ∆AICc = 1.40) indicated that average duckling mass tended be higher 

for NM females than for UM females (Figure 5), though the estimated difference of 0.2 g 

(SE = 0.2 g) is not meaningfully different from 0.  These result support the conclusion 

that NM females hatched ducklings of the same mass as those hatched by unmarked 

lesser scaup females.   

 

Discussion 

 

Nasal-markers and Lesser Scaup Vital Rates 

 Our evaluation of a suite of vital rates that are commonly measured by waterfowl 

researchers provided evidence that lesser scaup wearing nylon nasal-markers have lower 

survival rates than those that do not and that the relative impact was greater on juveniles 

than adults.  Our analysis also provides a series of survival rates for metal-banded birds 

that are useful for modeling scaup population dynamics. Our estimate of SAHY for females 

wearing only metal-bands averaged 0.66 (SE = 0.02) and was equal to or above the 

estimated average annual survival rate of 0.60 (annual process variation = 0.12) of adult 

female lesser scaup from 1951 to 2011 and the annual estimated survival rate of 0.59 (SE 
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= 0.06) reported for adult females breeding in prairie Canada (Rotella et al. 2003, Arnold 

et al. 2016).  Our estimates of SAHY were also consistent with annual survival rate 

estimates for other populations of diving ducks breeding at mid-latitudes, e.g., 0.68 for 

canvasbacks (SE = 0.03), 0.65 for redheads (Bayesian SD = 0.01), 0.66 for common 

pochards (Aythya ferina, SE = 0.02), and 0.72 for tufted ducks (Aythya fuligula, SE = 

0.02) (Anderson et al. 1997, Blums et al. 2002, Rotella et al. 2003, Péron et al. 2012). 

 We were not able to estimate annual variation in the difference between survival 

rates for NM and MB females. However, the assumption of time-invariant impacts of 

neck collars on survival rates has been evaluated in some goose species.  For Ross’ geese 

(Chen rossii), time constancy in negative impacts of neck collars on survival was 

supported (Alisauskas et al. 2006).  In contrast, for large bodied species of dark geese, 

impacts of collars on annual survival rates varied among years although this result was 

partially attributed to rates of neck collar loss for these species (Alisauskas and Lindberg 

2002).   

 We may have overestimated the impact of nasal-markers on survival rates by not 

distinguishing between SY and ASY adult survival rates.  This population has high 

breeding propensity in most years and the pattern of decreased survival rates in years of 

high breeding effort is widespread for lesser scaup (Rotella et al. 2003, Martin et al. 

2009, Warren and Koons 2017).  However, SY females might have decreased 

reproductive effort and thus, higher annual survival rates than do ASY females (Afton 

1984, Koons et al. 2006).  Because the majority of the MB females in our study were 

initially released as juveniles, a high proportion of the adult, MB females in this analysis 
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were SY females.  In contrast, because most NM individuals were captured as adults, a 

larger proportion of NM females should be expected to be older than the SY age-class, at 

least a portion of which may have innately lower survival rates in their first winter after 

release if breeding effort reduces survival rate of lesser scaup (Rotella et al. 2003, Martin 

et al. 2009, Warren and Koons 2017).  Future research for this population could estimate 

age-specific survival rates beyond the SY age-class by including age, nasal-marker 

presence, and nasal-marker age, as time-varying individual covariates while 

probabilistically assigning a known-age to individuals captured as adults.   

 We investigated possible impacts of nasal-markers on several other aspects of 

lesser scaup ecology and did not find clear differences that would provide insight into the 

mechanism resulting in decreased survival rates.  Contrary to past research indicating that 

nasal-markers might increase harvest susceptibility, we did not find evidence that nasal-

marked females were harvested at higher rates than were metal-banded females (Arnold 

et al. 2016).  We could not examine whether nasal-marked females were harvested at 

higher rates, but reported at reduced rates compared to females only wearing metal-

bands.  However, this result seems unlikely given the estimated band reporting rate of 

0.76 (Bayesian SD = 0.03) for the Pacific flyway during the years of our study (Boomer 

et al. 2013).  As evidenced by our band return data, nasal-markers don’t appear to limit 

the timing or ability to migrate to autumn staging areas or wintering habitats (Figure 3).  

Comparable findings are not available for other duck populations, but our results are 

similar to those for Ross’ geese breeding in the Canadian high arctic that do not have 

different geographic distributions of harvest with respect to age or neck-collar status 
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(Alisauskas et al. 2006). 

 Lesser scaup females do not seem to be hindered by nasal-markers during the 4 

months of the breeding-season following their arrival on the study site.  Results from the 

analysis of 7 years of capture data indicated nasal-marked females (NM) were not in 

reduced body condition relative to unmarked females (UM) during the pre-breeding or 

brood-rearing periods (Figure 4).  Our analysis was not able to use repeated measures of 

the same individuals (Schmutz and Morse 2000), but our results were conclusive for 

those females that we were able to recapture.  Consistent with the results for pre-breeding 

body condition, nesting effort did not seem to vary for NM females relative to that for 

UM females (Figure 5).  Although NM females may have had a marginal delay in nest-

initiation date in 2014 and slightly smaller clutch size relative to UM females in 2015, we 

were not able to detect a substantial difference for either of these metrics (Figure 5).  This 

finding is consistent with results for mallards nesting in the Prairie Parklands of Canada 

that delayed nesting 2-6 days after being captured and implanted with a radio relative to 

females only implanted with radios (Howerter et al. 1997).  Our ability to conclude that 

NM females had reduced nesting effort is hindered by the nests in this analysis of 

unknown status females (n = 21 for nest initiation date, n = 16 for clutch size) which 

were initiated slightly earlier than the nests of unmarked and nasal-marked females 

(Figure 5, 3.9 days, SE = 1.9 days).  These results are offset by: 1) the lack of a difference 

in average duckling mass between nasal-marked and unmarked females; and 2) the 

suggestion of evidence provided by our data that duckling mass might be a bit higher for 

nasal-marked females.  The duckling mass analysis did not include data from any 
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unknown-status females but potentially reflects a different ‘quality pool’ of lesser scaup.  

Past research into the nesting ecology of other duck species indicates females that 

successfully hatch nests may be of higher quality than those whose nests fail during 

incubation (Hanssen et al. 2003).  Stated differently, the hatching of a nest is more 

closely linked to reproductive success than the laying of eggs and we may expect females 

who exhibit the phenotype of successfully hatching a nest to exhibit above-average vital-

rates for other metrics of reproduction (Clark and Shutler 1999), such as the weight of 

their ducklings at hatching.   

 Adult females in our study population have high survival rates for the incubation 

and brood rearing periods, making it unlikely that the lower annual survival rates that we 

estimated for nasal-marked females were the result of increased mortality during the 

breeding season (Warren and Koons 2017).  For example, when our MCR model is 

constrained to estimate constant summer survival rates, the resulting point estimate 

equals 0.97 (95% CI = 0.64, 0.99).  This estimate, the findings of Warren and Koons 

(2017), and those of Arnold et al. (2016) indicate that high summer-survival rates for 

adult lesser scaup females might not be uncommon outside of regions where lesser scaup 

female encounter substantial mammalian predation during nesting (Koons and Rotella 

2003, Rotella et al. 2003, Martin et al. 2009, Arnold et al. 2016).  Therefore, it seems 

unlikely that decreased survival rates resulting from being fitted with a nasal-marker 

occurs during the breeding season. This conclusion of low summer mortality rates is 

reinforced by the observation that of the 224 nests we monitored in 2014 and 2015, only 

one nesting female was clearly depredated in the vicinity of her nest site, while we found 
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two, intact females that had perished on their nests at ages of 4 and 6+ years.   

 If nasal-markers do not limit survival rates during the breeding season, increase 

harvest susceptibility, nor limit autumn migration capability, we are forced to speculate 

as to why we documented diminished survival rates of nasal-marked females.  Build-up 

of ice on nasal markers does not seem to be likely because we found survival rates were 

positively related to the number of days in autumn and early winter when temperatures in 

Salt Lake City, UT were lower than -3.89ᵒ C (βSLCFRZ = 0.12, SE = 0.08).  Further, the 

appearance of birds that we recaptured to-date have not indicated physical damage to the 

nares to be a substantial problem as only two females have had apparent bill damage 

resulting from their nasal-marker (U.S. FWS, unpublished data).  The strength of this 

conclusion is weak because bill damage from nasal-markers may result in unobservable 

mortality, preventing us from observing these injuries.  However, these anecdotes are 

consistent with other populations of nasal-marked lesser scaup (Brook and Clark 2002). 

 Perhaps the most viable mechanism for increased natural mortality rates of nasal-

marked females is decreased foraging efficiency resulting from vegetation entanglement 

(Brook and Clark 2002). Behavior surveys of nasal-marked females in Yellowknife, 

Northwest Territories have shown nasal-marked females spent 2% of their time activity 

budget shaking their head as opposed to 1% for unmarked females (Brook and Clark 

2002).  The mid-winter months (December - January) may not be the time when a 

decrease in foraging efficacy results in increased mortality for nasal-marked females as 

lesser scaup wintering in California, South Carolina, and Texas, have been observed to 

generally spend about 25 - 40% of their time actively foraging (Bergan et al. 1989, 
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Poulton et al. 2002, Crook et al. 2009).  Based on these estimates of time-spent-foraging, 

it seems unlikely that problems with vegetation entanglement during mid-winter would 

result in substantial declines of nasal-marked females.  However, lesser scaup wintering 

at an important site for our study population, San Pablo Bay CA, were reported to have 

increased dive duration as the wintering season progressed, a response attributed to 

decreased prey availability resulting from the foraging of scaup spp. and other diving 

ducks spp. (Poulton et al. 2002).  It is therefore plausible that decreases in foraging 

efficiency resulting from nasal-markers could result in increased mortality during 

migratory and staging periods in late winter and spring.  This conclusion is consistent 

with the general decline in adult female body condition during spring migration (the 

spring condition hypotheses), which is a suspected mechanism for the prolonged lull of 

the continental lesser scaup population and suggests early spring may be a difficult time 

of year for adult females (Anteau and Afton 2006, 2011). 

 Female lesser-scaup have been nasal-marked as part of research in the Canadian 

provinces of Saskatchewan and Manitoba where lesser scaup breed in remarkably 

different conditions than at Red Rock Lakes (Gurney et al. 2011).  The conclusion that 

increased mortality of nasal-marked females occurs as a result of increased nutritional 

stress during the non-breeding season might be indirectly supported when our estimates 

of adult female survival 0.66 (SE = 0.02) are compared to those of nasal-marked females 

breeding in Saskatchewan and Manitoba.  Rotella et al. (2003) reported that nasal-marked 

females had estimated annual survival rates of 0.68 (SE = 0.06) for adults and 0.55 (SE = 

0.08) for juveniles.  Rotella et al. (2003) also reported that 41% of annual mortality was 
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estimated to occur during the breeding season.  For the Red Rock Lakes population, if 

breeding season mortality rates average 0.05 or 0.10 (Martin et al. 2009), then 14% 

(0.05/0.32) to 30% (0.10/0.32) of natural mortality would be estimated to occur during 

the breeding season.  The consequence of low breeding-season mortality rates for our 

study population would be more females surviving the breeding season and then 

experiencing higher non-breeding season mortality rates than lesser scaup breeding in the 

Canadian prairies.  If nasal-markers exacerbate survival challenges during the non-

breeding season, it may be the case that there is greater potential for females in our study 

population to be affected by the stresses resulting from being fitted with nasal-markers 

than those females monitored in the Canadian prairies, which have lower breeding-season 

survival-rates but higher non-breeding season survival rates (Rotella et al. 2003).  It is 

difficult to attribute these differing patterns of seasonal survival rates to: 1) the varying 

predation rates of nesting females; or 2) the stark contrasts in environmental severity by 

individuals in the two study populations during the breeding season, but both of these 

factors may contribute to Lower Lake lesser scaup females experiencing seasonal 

survival patterns more consistent with lesser scaup females breeding in Alaska than lesser 

scaup females breeding in the prairie and parkland regions of the U.S. and Canada 

(Koons and Rotella 2003, Rotella et al. 2003, Martin et al. 2009, Gurney et al. 2011).   

 

Tag Effects and Individual Heterogeneity 

 The strength of life-history trade-offs has been found to vary among individuals 

because of differences in their respective abilities to cope with the costs of reproduction 

or unfavorable environmental perturbations (Clutton-Brock 1984, Cam et al. 2002, 
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Lescroël et al. 2009, Chambert et al. 2013).  One consequence of prevalent individual 

heterogeneity within a population is positive correlation between current and future 

reproductive effort for the highest quality individuals, which results in positive 

correlation between survival rates and metrics of current reproduction at the individual 

level but not at the population level (Vaupel and Yashin 1985, Cam et al. 2002, 2013).  

We found that survival rates were lower for NM females at the population level but did 

not detect appreciable decreases in body condition or reproductive effort for NM females 

relative to UM conspecifics.  This interpretation is consistent with findings for wood 

ducks (Aix sponsa) found to have lower apparent survival rates (ϕ) for non-nesting 

females (ϕ ≈ 0.4) than for those that nest once (ϕ ≈ 0.7) or those that nest twice (ϕ ≈ 0.9) 

in a single breeding season, regardless of age class (Kennamer et al. 2016).  In keeping 

with this idea, more birds in Rotella et al. (2003) were captured on nests (i.e., a group of 

birds that all bred), resulting in a sample of presumably higher quality individuals than 

would result from our sampling efforts. Thus, if individual heterogeneity existed in those 

birds as in the wood duck study, it might be another possible reason why survival rates 

reported in that study were higher than those that we estimated. 

 If individual lesser scaup have innately different capabilities to bear the costs 

imposed by nasal-markers in addition to the already high demands of life, nasal-markers 

might cause inter-cohort, phenotypic selection (Curio 1983, Carey et al. 1992, Cam and 

Monnat 2000).  Given potential decreases in foraging efficiency from being nasal-

marked, individual variation in foraging ability might be the trait upon which nasal-

markers impose phenotypic selection on lesser scaup (Lescroël et al. 2010).  The 
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demographic consequence of this inter-cohort selection pressure resulting from nasal-

markers would be some individuals inability to cope with the additional costs over the 

short-term while others continue onward in life over the long-term relatively unfettered.  

The higher percentage decrease in survival rates of NM juveniles is consistent with this 

conclusion. Specifically, juvenile cohorts might contain a greater proportion of more frail 

individuals as they have not yet experienced the strong, phenotypic selection process that 

their first migration, hunting season, and winter might impose (Carey et al. 1992, Cam et 

al. 2002).  Anecdotally, we note that three of the longest-lived females in our study were 

nasal-marked for most of their life (minimum ages = 10, 8, 7), each was resighted almost 

every year for the years that they were known to be alive, and were all found nesting 

years after initial marking. 

 Increased vulnerability to harvest of animals tagged with auxiliary markers has 

been suggested as indirect evidence for the removal of low-quality individuals by harvest 

(Sedinger and Herzog 2012), allowing harvest mortality to be compensated for by 

mechanisms other than density dependence (Rexstad and Anderson 1992, Koons et al. 

2014b).  Nasal-marked adult females did not have higher harvest rates relative to MB 

females regardless of their age 

(β̂
NMHJUV

= 0.123, SE = 0.199, β̂
NMHIND

= 0.101, SE = 0.166), despite having lower 

survival rates than MB females.  In addition, a post-hoc analysis indicates the direct-

recovery rates of NM adults did not differ from the indirect recovery rates of all adults 

(β̂ = -0.208, SE = 0.299), a common finding for other duck populations that is usually 

attributed to poor-condition-bias of trapped individuals (Rexstad and Anderson 1992, 
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Sedinger and Herzog 2012).  Reduced body condition has been found to lead to increased 

harvest susceptibility and higher direct recovery rates, a result also interpreted as 

evidence for individual heterogeneity acting as a compensating mechanism for harvest 

mortality (Greenwood et al. 1986, Hepp et al. 1986, Pace and Afton 1999, Sedinger and 

Herzog 2012).  Lacking evidence for differences in: 1) the direct recovery rates of NM 

females of both age classes; 2) the harvest rates of NM females regardless of age class; 

and 3) the post-breeding body condition of NM adult females relative to their UM 

conspecifics (Figure 4) support is lacking for the hypotheses of individual heterogeneity 

as a compensating mechanism for harvest mortality for Lower Lake, lesser scaup 

females.  However, this conclusion is not inconsistent with evidence for individual 

heterogeneity in other vital rates for the Lower Lake population (this study, Warren et al. 

2014), if variation between individual phenotypes results in different mortality rates 

caused by factors other than anthropogenic harvest, such as variation in phenotypic traits 

like foraging ability (Lescroël et al. 2009, Koons et al. 2014a). 

 Lastly, examining the impact of auxiliary markers on multiple vital rates may be a 

way to examine how individual heterogeneity among individuals manifests itself in 

different species and provide a basis for predicting what vital rates might be most 

impacted by the use of an auxiliary marker.  In Ross’ geese, annual survival rates of 

neck-collared juveniles were decreased by 0.05 (range: 0.04 to 0.08) when compared to 

rates for metal-band only juveniles, whereas rates for adults indicated a larger decrease 

(0.16, range: 0.12 to 0.20).  This result is counterintuitive at the level of an individual 

goose but not when considered within context of the social structure of many goose 
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species.  When geese aggregate, family groups of parents and goslings are dominant to 

both pairs without goslings and unpaired adults, making it predictable that non-dominant 

adult geese might be more impacted by neck-collars than are goslings in dominant family 

groups, especially when population densities are high (Alisauskas et al. 2011, Sedinger 

and Alisauskas 2014).  Similarly, the breeding effort of male sage-grouse (Centrocercus 

urophasianus) has been found to be most affected by the use of necklace-style radio 

collars whereas their survival rates remain unchanged relative to rates for banded male 

sage-grouse (Gibson et al. 2013).  If radio-collars interact with sage-grouse at the 

individual level, the extreme variation in reproductive success of male sage-grouse 

should lead to the prediction that the costs associated with being neck-collared will 

impact the vital rate in which individual male sage-grouse display the highest levels of 

individual variation (Gibson and Bradbury 1985, Gibson et al. 2013).   

 In contrast to these examples, neck-collars on emperor geese (Chen canagica) and 

flipper-tags on king penguins (Aptenodytes patagonicus) have been found to decrease a 

range of vital rates, including survival rates and metrics of reproduction (Schmutz and 

Morse 2000, Gauthier-Clerc et al. 2004).  These results suggest that the cost associated 

with being a neck-collared emperor goose or flipper-tagged penguin might be the result 

of a direct interaction between the environment and the auxiliary-marker and that this 

cost cannot be mitigated at the level of the individual.  For example, if icing of neck 

collars is the mechanism responsible for depressing emperor goose vital rates, it is not 

easy to imagine how individuals would be able to substantially differ in their response to 

this cost. 
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 Given the evidence reported here, should nasal-markers be used in future studies? 

We contend that the continued use of nasal markers should be based on: 1) ethical 

considerations; 2) the value of information gained from nasal-marking; 3) the disturbance 

cost to both marked individuals and all species using the study-site that would result from 

actively-capturing metal-banded individuals as opposed to passively-resighting nasal-

marked individuals; 4) the interaction between tag type, environment, and life-history 

characteristics of the animal being studied (i.e., population level declines versus 

individual declines in vital rates); and 5) the ability of researchers to design a study in 

which vital rates estimates can be adjusted for tag impacts or tag loss as either of these 

problems may result in unreliable inference (Pollock 1981, Nichols et al. 1992).  We 

suggest that researchers evaluate each of these points when considering a new tagging 

method to increase the detectability of animals or abandoning an existing tag type, while 

emphasizing the absolute necessity of meeting consideration 5 (above).   

 

Nasal-Marker Loss and Detection Probability 

 The general problem of tag-loss continues to be a formidable issue in capture-

mark-recapture studies and there is no widely accepted or general statistical method for 

dealing with this problem (Nichols et al. 1992, Alisauskas and Lindberg 2002, Meixell et 

al. 2013, Laake et al. 2014).  The approach employed by different researchers is generally 

dependent upon whether or not a permanent marker is available to identify individuals 

who have lost a more conspicuous marker (Schwarz et al. 2012, Laake et al. 2014) and 

whether or not tag loss is time-dependent or time-independent (Meixell et al. 2013).  

Regardless of the organism being studied, it is necessary to recapture animals when tag-
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loss is suspected, and our case certainly demonstrates the need for previously tagged 

individuals to be regularly recaptured (Pollock 1981, Nichols et al. 1992).  We chose to 

frame the issue of tag loss as one related to detection probability instead of a multistate 

state-transition process from an auxiliary marked-state to a permanently-marked state 

(i.e., metal-banded).  When loss rates are high and recaptures rates are low, a state-

transition approach will underestimate tag loss because it is the recapture data that 

informs a multistate model as to when an individual transitions between states.  However, 

our approach benefited from the use of dead recovery, recapture, and resighting data, all 

of which contribute to the estimation of resight detection probability.   

 The use of different nasal-marker ages corresponding to the onset of nasal-marker 

senescence enabled us to use AICc model selection to help identify when nasal-marker 

loss caused resight detection probability to start declining and the most appropriate 

functional relationship between nasal-marker age and resight detection probability.  The 

use of epoxy to secure nasal-marker pins resulted in higher retention rates such that even 

4 - 6 years after initial release, resight detection probability was not substantially 

compromised.  Estimation of the nasal-marker decay rates was feasible in part because 

the same nasal-marking techniques were used for at least four consecutive years and by 

nasal-marking lesser scaup in the pre and post breeding season.  If our nasal-marking 

techniques had varied by year, season, age-class, or personnel, then it would have been 

almost impossible to differentiate nasal-marker loss from cohort-specific survival, 

emigration, or fidelity rates (Alisauskas and Lindberg 2002).   

 When researchers encounter tag loss in mark-recapture data sets, it is often 
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thought to be necessary to use multistate models in place other common mark-recapture 

families.  In an analogous situation, Gibson et al. (2013) used a time-varying individual 

covariate to include tag absence or presence in the Robust Design framework to evaluate 

the impacts of radio collars on male sage-grouse survival, lek attendance, and detection 

probability.  A combination of their approach and ours demonstrate that tag presence or 

tag age can be incorporated into the detection probability estimates in more-familiar 

mark-recapture model structures such as the Cormack-Jolly-Seber, Burnham, and Robust 

Design model families, especially when it is desirable to estimate temporary or 

permanent emigration (White and Burnham 1999).  

 

Harvest and Adult Female Survival Rates 

 We found modest evidence that could be interpreted as adult female survival rates 

(S) vary in response to Pacific flyway harvest (HARVEST) but this response is dependent 

upon population densities, as approximated by Pacific flyway harvest divided by the 

daily bag limit (HRV/DBL, Figures 5, 6).  As we predicted (Table 2), S tended to be 

higher when HARVEST and HRV/DBL were simultaneously above or below their 

respective means and the 95% CI for INTERACTION was the only covariate for S that 

did not widely overlap 0 (Table 7).  However, the intercept-only model that held survival 

rates constant across years regardless of changes in harvest and bag limits also received 

support from the data.  It is difficult to interpret the prevalence of temporal variability for 

these data due to the uncertainty surrounding estimates of survival rates (Table 7, Figures 

7, 8).  Our inference was further limited because for about half of the study period, the 

point estimates of S equaled ≈ 0.66 and values of INTERACTION were equal to 0 (± 0.5 
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SD), making it difficult to assess how variability in Pacific flyway lesser scaup harvest 

relates to temporal variation in S (Figures 7, 8).  Low variability in S, HARVEST, and 

HRV/DBL might be interpreted as evidence for harvest having been low but additive for 

adult female lesser scaup during the study period.  This result should not come as a 

surprise if the prolonged lesser scaup population lull is a result of environmentally driven 

declines in recruitment (Murray et al. 2010, Drever et al. 2012, Ross et al. 2015) as strong 

recruitment rates and larger population sizes may be necessary for harvest mortality to be 

compensated by density dependence (Kokko and Lindström 1998, Boyce et al. 1999). 

However, even if harvest mortality tended towards additivity, the combination of: 1) the 

relatively stable survival rates estimates for this population during years when the DBL 

equaled 3 scaup/day; and 2) the moderate population growth of the continental population 

beginning in 2006 indicate that the conservative AHM harvest strategy for lesser scaup 

might have restricted harvest to the extent that it is difficult to conclude harvest mortality 

has been limiting to lesser scaup population growth over the last decade (Austin et al. 

2000, Afton and Anderson 2001).   

 When harvest regulations were changed in 2008 and 2012, values of 

INTERACTION and estimates of S were at their lowest estimated values in response to 

two different scenarios of HARVEST and HRV/DBL (Figure 2c, 7).  In 2008, HRV/DBL 

was above average but HARVEST was below average, a response at least partially 

attributable to the restricted daily-bag-limit (Table 3, Figure 2).  Decreased survival rates 

were associated with increased harvest mortality as the DBL2012 increased to 7 scaup/day 

and HARVEST2012 rose to 62,590 lesser scaup, the highest observed value for the Pacific 
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flyway since 1960.  However, HRV/DBL2012 was slightly below average and consistent 

with values for 2011 and 2013 when DBL equaled 3 lesser scaup/day 

(HRV/DBL2011,2012,2013 = -1.1, -0.5, 1.1).  There is some evidence S increased during 

years of low, additive harvest mortality and possibly low population densities in 2010 and 

2011 when both HARVEST and HRV/DBL fell to the lowest estimated values since 

2000 (Figures 2c, 7).  Compensation of harvest mortality is a potential explanation for the 

increase in S in years when HARVEST and HRV/DBL were at their highest rose above 

average in 2007 (Figures 2c, 7).  Comparison of the estimates of S predicted by 

INTERACTION and the full-time varying estimates of S indicated that the predictions 

were poor in 2005 (n = 72 AHY females), 2009, and 2013.  During these years, other 

factors such as the interaction between water conditions on the study site and breeding 

probability might explain the disparity between these annual survival rates (Warren and 

Koons 2017).  

 Meaningful interpretation of the relationship between S and INTERACTION is 

contingent upon the biological interpretation of HARVEST and HRV/DBL (Figure 2).  

HARVEST is a metric of harvest magnitude but not harvest rate because lesser scaup 

population abundance isn’t known during autumn.  At the same time, the Pacific flyway 

daily bag limit influences HARVEST, a result consistent with conclusions for diving 

duck harvest management in the Central flyway (Haugen et al. 2015).  This result is 

important because it indicates lesser scaup harvest is controllable through changes to the 

DBL (Table 3, Figure 2a).  However, if density dependence provides the mechanism for 

harvest mortality to be compensated by lower natural mortality, ascertaining a functional 
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relationship between harvest and survival rates remains difficult when population size is 

unknown and fluctuates around an unknown mean (Errington 1945, Kokko and 

Lindström 1998, Sedinger and Herzog 2012, Cooch et al. 2014).  Specifically, the fixed 

effects of harvest magnitude are difficult to interpret without the context of population 

abundance because true harvest rates are unknown.  This problem and the liberalization 

of harvest regulations during years of increased but unknown population abundance is the 

Achilles heel of research into the role of harvest in the population dynamics of North 

American waterfowl (Anderson et al. 1987, Conroy and Krementz 1990, Nichols 1991, 

Sedinger and Herzog 2012).   

 We attempted to address this persistent problem by assuming HRV/DBL is 

positively related to population density, and accordingly, years when this value is high 

may be those when compensation of harvest mortality is most probable (Table 2).  This 

idea is not without precedent as comparable metrics of harvest are used to approximate 

population trends for commercially harvested fisheries stocks (Hutchings and Myers 

1994, Fromentin and Powers 2005, Maunder et al. 2006).  We do not know how well this 

metric represents density and further research is needed to better understand the 

relationship between HARVEST, HRV/DBL, and duck population abundance.  Caution 

in our interpretation is warranted because HRV/DBL is not an independent measure of 

population density from lesser scaup harvest magnitude in the Pacific flyway 

(HARVEST).  However, given that: 1) HARVEST is positively related to the DBL 

(Figure 2a); but 2) HARVEST is not related to commonly estimated metrics of hunter 

effort (Table 3); and 3) realized hunter success does not statistically decline when 
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compared to the DBL (HRV/DBL versus DBL [Figure 2b]), annual variation in lesser 

scaup population density in the Pacific flyway during the hunting season is a 

parsimonious explanation for why HRV/DBL varies among years.  There is a tendency 

for the relationship between HRV/DBL and DBL to be negative (Figure 2b), which 

would reduce the credibility of HRV/DBL as a metric of population density.  However, 

the suggestion of a negative relationship between HRV/DBL and DBL for the years 2000 

to 2015 (Figure 2b) is likely a result of the years 2000 to 2004 when DBL equaled 4 

scaup/day and the estimated continental population fell to and the lowest estimated values 

since 1955 (with 2006 being lowest BPOP estimate to date, U. S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service, 2016). 

 It is probable fluctuations in HARVEST and HRV/DBL are positively related to 

the JUV:AHY ratio in autumn because juvenile scaup have higher harvest rates than 

adults (Pace and Afton 1999, Arnold et al. 2016).  We did not account for annual 

fluctuations JUV:AHY ratio in our metrics of lesser scaup harvest for two reasons.  First, 

variability in autumn and winter population size is positively related to recruitment and it 

is for this reason that BPOPt is not reflective of duck population abundance during the 

hunting season (Afton and Anderson 2001, Péron et al. 2012, Alisauskas et al. 2014).  

Second, the degree to which density dependence resource limitation results in the 

potential for compensatory harvest mortality, the age class of the individuals removed by 

harvest does not change the systematic reduction in the resource requirements that is a 

consequence of all mortality.   

 It has been suggested that one could derive flyway-specific estimates of duck 
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population abundance by: 1) adjusting the BPOP count to summer survival rates for the 

continental population which are unknown for lesser scaup (Arnold et al. 2016); 2) 

estimating the number of juveniles in the autumn population using the JUV:AHY ratio of 

harvested lesser scaup (Afton and Anderson 2001); 3) adjusting the autumn estimate of 

juveniles for age-dependent harvest susceptibility (Pace and Afton 1999); and 4) scaling 

this estimate to each flyway using a metric unbeknownst to us (Péron et al. 2012).  A 

flyway-specific estimate of autumn population abundance calculated in this manner 

would further be hampered by the problematic undercounting of live waterfowl 

populations and by the tendency of this bias to grow as population size increases, as has 

been shown by comparing BPOP population estimates of mallards and mid-winter counts 

of lesser snow geese (Chen caerulescens) to Lincoln population estimates for these two  

populations (Alisauskas et al. 2011, 2014).  Instead, we chose to use the flyway-specific 

estimated harvest values which have been assessed for their reliability and are associated 

with a single source of sampling error (Padding and Royle 2013).  In addition, the harvest 

estimates are geographically scaled to the flyways (or states).  We suggest the 

incorporation of HARVEST, HRV/FBD and their annual interaction could readily be 

incorporated into harvest analyses for other duck populations.   

 Models for S that used either total harvest for either the Pacific flyway harvest 

(β̂
HARVEST

 = -0.073, SE = 0.076) or the sum of the Pacific and Central flyways 

(β̂
PACCEN

= -0.111, SE = 0.076) suggest survival rates tend to decline when harvest 

magnitude increases.  A result of β̂
HARVEST

 = 0 is indicative of compensatory harvest 

mortality because this result indicates S remains constant as harvest fluctuates, therefore 
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we would not been able to reject the compensatory harvest mortality hypothesis based on 

the coefficients for β̂
HARVEST

 and β̂
PACCEN

 (Table 7).  At the same time, there would have 

been little basis for interpreting the negative coefficients of either of these parameters as 

evidence for additive harvest mortality because we would have not been able to discern 

between the effects of increased population density and harvest rates on survival rates 

(Sedinger and Rexstad 1994, Sedinger and Herzog 2012).   

 Regional variation in survival and harvest rates is well documented in duck 

multiple populations which may often result in a scenario of regional populations with 

specific drivers of its harvest rate intermixing with a wintering population characterized 

by different patterns of survival and harvest rates (Conroy and Krementz 1990, Smith and 

Reynolds 1992, Pace and Afton 1999, Rice et al. 2010).  A post-hoc analysis provided 

evidence of this in our study population as there was not a strong relationship between 

these two metrics of harvest (estimated parameter coefficient relating ƒAHY to HARVEST 

equaled 0.05, SE = 0.04).  In the scenario when localized breeding populations are 

banded and then broadly disperse during autumn (Rexstad and Anderson 1992), the age 

or sex specific harvest rate of the study population (i.e., ƒAHY) may not be as important to 

annual variation in S as harvest measured at a broader regional scale or over a wider 

range of age or sex classes.   

 The additive and compensatory nature of harvest mortality for waterfowl 

populations has remained a contentious issue despite the passing of 40 years since 

Anderson and Burnham’s (1976) seminal work on the role of harvest in the population 

dynamics of the mid-continent mallard population, which suggests alternative approaches 
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with a priori, testable predictions consistent with harvest theory should be considered 

(Nichols et al. 1984, Conroy and Krementz 1990).  Adaptive harvest management has 

been deemed a successful management tool for optimizing harvest opportunity and 

sustainable population growth of waterfowl populations (Johnson et al. 2015, Nichols et 

al. 2015).  However, satisfying the multiple management objectives of AHM results in 

the liberalization of harvest regulations during times of increased waterfowl abundance, 

which has made the task of quantifying the relationship between survival rates and 

harvest mortality especially onerous (Nichols 1991, Williams and Johnson 1995, 

Sedinger and Herzog 2012).  Harvest experiments with complete harvest closures have 

been proposed as one method to experimentally evaluate the compensatory harvest 

mortality hypothesis, but this has proved unacceptable from the socio-political 

perspective (Anderson et al. 1987, Nichols 1991).  In the absence of these experiments, 

approaches consistent with harvest theory that address the confounding between 

population size and true harvest rates, both of which are unknown, offer a method for 

developing a new understanding of the functional response of survival rates to harvest 

(Errington 1945, Sedinger and Herzog 2012).  Over a wider range of population densities 

and harvest regulations (e.g., 5 scaup/day), the examination of survival rates with respect 

to HARVEST, HRV/DBL, and the annual interaction between these values should allow 

researchers to identify the range of values when harvest mortality trends towards 

compensation and away from different forms of additive mortality (Table 2).  The 

approach we employed is not a panacea and is constrained by the assumption positive and 

negative deviations in INTERACTION have the same marginal impact on survival rates.  
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But the joint analysis of total harvest with respect to harvest regulation(s) and annual 

variation in realized harvest versus potential harvest (catch-per-unit-effort or HRV/DBL) 

has precedent for understanding the population dynamics of commercially exploited 

populations (Elton and Nicholson 1942, Hutchings and Myers 1994, Fromentin and 

Powers 2005, Maunder et al. 2006).  The utility of combining total harvest with harvest 

after accounting for the DBL should be reviewed and its merits tested by replication over 

a wider range of harvest regulations and other duck populations, especially when regional 

delineation of breeding populations is possible (Burnham et al. 1984, Conroy and 

Krementz 1990, Rice et al. 2010).  
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Table 1: Example of delayed nasal-marker ages were calculated for cohorts of nasal-

marked scaup released in June and September of 2005.  NMAGE was incorporated into 

our estimates of resight detection probability in order to account for nasal-marker loss. 

    Subsequent resighting period 

NMAGE covariate Release month May-06 Aug-06 May-07 Sep-07 

NMAGE12 Jun-05 0 3 12 15 

NMAGE16 Jun-05 0 0 8 11 

NMAGE20 Jun-05 0 0 4 7 

NMAGE24 Jun-05 0 0 0 3 

Months since release   11 14 23 26 

  Release month May-06 Aug-06 May-07 Sep-07 

NMAGE12 Sep-05 0 0 9 12 

NMAGE16 Sep-05 0 0 5 8 

NMAGE20 Sep-05 0 0 1 4 

NMAGE28 Sep-05 0 0 0 0 

Months since release   8 11 20 23 

 

 

Table 2: Predicted reponse of survival rates (S) in response to the annual interaction 

(INTERACTION) between total Pacific flyway harvest (HARVEST) and Pacific flyway 

full bag limit equivalent days (HRV/DBL).  Positive signs (+) correspond to years when a 

given metric is above average and negative signs (−) correspond to years when each 

metric is below its respective average. 

HARVEST   HRV/DBL   INTERACTION S Ecological Interpretation 

+ ∙ + = + + Harvest +, Density + 

+ ∙ − = − − Harvest +, Density − 

− ∙ + = − − Harvest −, Density + 

− ∙ − = + + Harvest −, Density − 
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Table 3: Results from linear models of the number of scaup harvested in the Pacific 

flyway from 2000 - 2015 in response to the daily-bag-limit (PDBL), the estimated 

number of duck hunters in the Pacific flyway (PHUNTERS), and the estimated number 

of days spent afield by Pacifc flyway hunters (PDAYS).  Results from a similar analysis 

for the total number of lesser scaup harvested in California relative to PDBL and the 

estimated number of duck hunters in California (CAHUNTERS) are also displayed.   

PHRV  ~ PDBL + PHUNTERS (2001 - 2015) 

Parameter Estimate SE t-value  p 

Intercept -0.325 0.217 -1.498 0.158 

PDBL 0.650 0.191 3.413 0.005 

PHUNTERS 0.207 0.209 0.991 0.340 

CAHRV ~ PDBL + CAHUNTERS (2001 - 2015) 

Parameter Estimate SE t-value  p 

Intercept -0.317 0.201 -1.578 0.139 

PDBL 0.635 0.172 3.687 0.003 

CAHUNTERS 0.314 0.189 1.667 0.120 

PHRV ~ PDBL + PDAYS (2005 - 2015) 

Parameter Estimate SE t-value  p 

Intercept -0.211 0.256 -0.826 0.433 

PDBL 0.644 0.210 3.061 0.016 

PDAYS 0.038 0.268 0.142 0.891 
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Table 4: Model selection table for pre-epoxy nasal-marker loss and resight detection 

probability using preliminary MCR model structure.  Model name references the 

functional relationship between NMAGEpre and pRS on the logit scale. 

Pre-epoxy models K AICc ∆AICc wi Deviance 

NMAGE20pre 88 14399.12 0.00 0.64 14218.81 

NMAGE16pre 88 14402.16 3.03 0.14 14221.84 

NMAGE12pre 88 14402.90 3.77 0.10 14222.58 

NMAGE24pre 88 14403.25 4.13 0.08 14222.93 

lnNMAGE24pre 88 14404.80 5.68 0.04 14224.48 

lnNMAGE20pre 88 14409.52 10.40 0.00 14229.21 

lnNMAGE16pre 88 14414.83 15.70 0.00 14234.51 

lnNMAGE12pre 88 14416.70 17.57 0.00 14236.38 

no losspre 87 14443.73 44.61 0.00 14265.51 

expNMAGE12pre 88 14445.58 46.46 0.00 14265.26 

expNMAGE16pre 88 14445.59 46.46 0.00 14265.27 

expNMAGE20pre 88 14445.59 46.46 0.00 14265.27 

expNMAGE24pre 88 14445.59 46.47 0.00 14265.27 

 

 

Table 5: Model selection table for post-epoxy nasal-marker loss and resight detection 

probability using preliminary MCR model structure and the NMAGE20pre relationship.  

Model name references the functional relationship between NMAGEpost and pRS on the 

logit scale. 

Post-epoxy models K AICc ∆AICc wi Deviance 

expNMAGE28post 89 14395.62 0.00 0.20 14213.20 

expNMAGE16post 89 14395.64 0.02 0.20 14213.22 

expNMAGE20post 89 14395.64 0.02 0.20 14213.22 

expNMAGE24post 89 14396.60 0.99 0.12 14214.19 

NMAGE28post 89 14397.78 2.17 0.07 14215.37 

NMAGE24post 89 14398.87 3.25 0.04 14216.45 

NMAGE20post 89 14398.99 3.37 0.04 14216.57 

no losspost 88 14399.12 3.51 0.03 14218.81 

NMAGE16post 89 14399.18 3.57 0.03 14216.77 

lnNMAGE28post 89 14399.44 3.83 0.03 14217.03 

lnNMAGE20post 89 14400.32 4.70 0.02 14217.90 

lnNMAGE16post 89 14400.36 4.75 0.02 14217.95 

lnNMAGE24post 89 14400.80 5.18 0.01 14218.39 

no losspre, no losspost 87 14443.73 48.12 0.00 14265.51 
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Table 6: Model selection table for assessing the relationship between nasal-markers on age-specific survival and 

harvest rates.  Models did not vary in their detection probability structure which incorporate full time variation in 

resight and recapture probabilities and the fixed effects of SYMAY, SYJUNE, RCTRAP.  Multiple structures for 

detection probability were also considered in a separate model suite and these extended results are included in 

Appendix A.    

Post-epoxy models K AICc ∆AICc wi Deviance 

NMSIND 88 14393.77 0.00 0.36 14213.45 

NMSIND, NMHJUV 89 14395.50 1.73 0.15 14213.08 

MNSIND, NMHIND 89 14395.50 1.73 0.15 14213.09 

NMSJUV, NMSAHY 89 14395.62 1.85 0.14 14213.20 

NMSJUV, NMSAHY, NMHJUV 90 14397.31 3.54 0.06 14212.79 

NMSJUV, NMSAHY, LOSS16 90 14397.38 3.61 0.06 14212.86 

NMSJUV, NMSAHY, LOSS20 90 14397.40 3.63 0.06 14212.88 

NMSJUV, NMSAHY, NMHJUV,NMHAHY 91 14399.33 5.55 0.02 14212.71 

NMHJUV 88 14405.25 11.48 0.00 14224.94 

NONM 87 14432.70 38.93 0.00 14254.48 
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Table 7: Relative rankings of models for adult female survival rates.  Coefficients corresponding to explanatory 

variables for survival rates are included at right along with standard errors and 95% confidence intervals.  Model 

structure was identical and did not include covariates for adult harvest rates, juvenile survival rates, and juvenile 

harvest rates.   

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi Deviance Estimate SE LCI UCI 

INTERACTION 79 14381.54 0.00 0.31 14220.07 0.168 0.091 -0.010 0.347 

SLC25F 79 14383.19 1.65 0.14 14221.71 0.122 0.083 -0.041 0.285 

PACCEN 79 14383.28 1.74 0.13 14221.80 -0.111 0.076 -0.260 0.038 

INTERCEPT 78 14383.28 1.74 0.13 14223.89 0.831 0.169 0.501 1.162 

BPOPLag 79 14384.36 2.82 0.08 14222.89 0.076 0.076 -0.073 0.224 

HARVEST 79 14384.46 2.92 0.07 14222.99 -0.073 0.076 -0.222 0.077 

ELNINO 79 14384.99 3.45 0.06 14223.52 0.045 0.073 -0.099 0.189 

HRV/DBL 79 14385.36 3.82 0.05 14223.89 0.005 0.080 -0.153 0.162 

BPOP 79 14385.37 3.83 0.05 14223.89 0.001 0.077 -0.150 0.152 

TIME 88 14393.77 12.23 0.00 14213.45 NA NA NA NA 
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Table 8: Relative model ranks for linear models for recovery distance from the study site 

for 43 adult and 90 juvenile female lesser scaup.  Our explanatory variables included the 

number of days after September 28 (DRDAY), nasal-marker status (NM), and age (AGE, 

juvenile versus adult) as explanatory variables for females released and harvested 

between 2009 and 2016.   

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi ∑ wi 

DRDAY ∙ NM 5 324.84 0.00 0.28 0.28 

DRDAY 3 325.68 0.84 0.18 0.46 

DRDAY + NM 4 325.98 1.14 0.16 0.61 

AGE + DRDAY ∙ NM 6 326.45 1.61 0.12 0.74 

AGE 4 326.96 2.11 0.10 0.83 

AGE + DRDAY + NM 5 327.45 2.60 0.07 0.91 

DRDAY ∙ AGE 5 329.11 4.27 0.03 0.94 

DRDAY + NM ∙ AGE 6 329.53 4.69 0.03 0.97 

NM + DRDAY ∙ AGE 6 329.62 4.78 0.03 0.99 

DRDAY ∙ AGE + NM ∙ AGE 7 331.74 6.90 0.01 1.00 
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Table 9: Parameter coefficients for three models of pre-breeding condition for 454 unmarked and 39 nasal-marked lesser 

scaup.  The three models from left to right are the model of Warren et al. (2013), this same model with a fixed effect for NM 

females, and a model with a fixed effect for NM females and an interaction between NM females residual body mass and 

logarithmicly-transformed values of Lower Lake water temperature (LNTEMP).    

  Warren et al. 2013 model NM NM ∙ LNTEMP 

Model Parameter Estimate SE t-value Estimate SE t-value Estimate SE t-value 

Intercept 3.72 8.24 0.45 3.84 8.27 0.46 3.91 8.26 0.47 

SY -4.99 11.22 -0.45 -4.72 11.36 -0.42 -5.03 11.38 -0.44 

LNTEMP 28.80 6.44 4.47 28.72 6.47 4.44 27.83 6.65 4.19 

LVL 4.65 6.37 0.73 4.63 6.37 0.73 -0.86 10.53 -0.08 

LVL ∙ LNTEMP -2.49 3.73 -0.67 -2.45 3.74 -0.66 4.75 6.37 0.75 

NM  NA NA NA -1.63 10.43 -0.16 5.73 10.02 0.57 

NM ∙ LNTEMP NA NA NA NA NA NA -2.19 3.77 -0.58 
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Table 10: Table of model results for 270 UM and 34 NM female lesser scaup captured in 

mid-August and early-September at Red Rock Lakes NWR.  All models included Julian 

capture date as an explanatory variable (RCDAY) and additional models corresponding 

to water temperature on the study site (TEMP), the lake level on the study site (LVL), 

and nasal-marker status (NM).  

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi ∑ wi 

RCDAY 3 3036.73 0.00 0.36 0.36 

RCDAY, TEMP 4 3038.46 1.74 0.15 0.51 

RCDAY, NM 4 3038.48 1.75 0.15 0.66 

RCDAY, LVL 4 3038.78 2.05 0.13 0.79 

RCDAY, LVL, TEMP 5 3040.15 3.42 0.07 0.86 

RCDAY, TEMP, NM 5 3040.21 3.48 0.06 0.92 

RCDAY, LVL, NM 5 3040.54 3.82 0.05 0.97 

RCDAY, TEMP, LVL, NM 6 3041.97 5.24 0.03 1.00 

 

 

Table 11:  Relative model ranks of models for nest initiation date for nests found in 2014 

(109 nests) and 2015 (115 nests) at Red Rock Lakes, Montana.  For models with 

interactions between explanatory variables, model notation omits the fixed effect in the 

interest of clarity.  Explanatory variables consisted of unknown nasal-marker status (UN), 

nasal-marked status (NM), year (YR) 

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi ∑ wi 

UN 3 636.65 0.00 0.17 0.17 

NM + UN 4 636.69 0.04 0.17 0.34 

NM + UN∙YR 6 636.85 0.20 0.16 0.50 

NM 3 638.01 1.36 0.09 0.58 

NM∙YR + UN∙YR 7 638.20 1.55 0.08 0.66 

UN + YR 4 638.24 1.59 0.08 0.74 

NM + UN + YR 5 638.40 1.75 0.07 0.81 

INTERCEPT 2 638.74 2.09 0.06 0.87 

UN∙YR 6 639.29 2.64 0.05 0.92 

NM + YR 4 639.97 3.33 0.03 0.95 

NM∙YR 5 640.59 3.95 0.02 0.98 

YR 3 640.64 4.00 0.02 1.00 
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Table 12: Relative model rank of clutch size models for 101 (2014) and 110 (2015) 

monitored at Red Rock Lakes, Montana. For models with interactions between 

explanatory variables, model notation omits the fixed effect in the interest of clarity.  

Explanatory variables for clutch size included nest initiation date (JNID), year (YR), 

unknown nasal-marker status (UN), and nasal-marker status (NM).   

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi ∑ wi 

NM ∙YR + JNID ∙YR 7 742.80 0.00 0.24 0.24 

JNID + NM + YR 5 742.83 0.03 0.24 0.48 

NM + JNID∙YR 6 744.20 1.40 0.12 0.60 

NM ∙YR + UN∙YR + JNID ∙YR 9 744.50 1.70 0.10 0.70 

JNID + NM + YR 6 744.53 1.73 0.10 0.80 

JNID + YR 4 744.78 1.98 0.09 0.89 

NM + UN + JNID∙YR 7 745.58 2.78 0.06 0.95 

JNID 3 747.86 5.06 0.02 0.97 

NM∙JNID 5 748.32 5.52 0.02 0.98 

JNID + NM + UN 5 748.37 5.57 0.01 1.00 

NM∙JNID + UN∙JNID 7 752.45 9.65 0.00 1.00 

 

 

Table 13:  Relative model rank of average duckling mass models for 55 (2014) and 58 

(2015) hatched nests at Red Rock Lakes, Montana. For models with interactions between 

explanatory variables, model notation omits the fixed effect in the interest of clarity. 

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi ∑ wi 

YEAR + HDAY 4 307.04 0.00 0.29 0.29 

YEAR + HDAY + YEAR∙HDAY 5 307.78 0.74 0.20 0.49 

YEAR + HDAY + NM 5 308.44 1.40 0.14 0.64 

YEAR + HDAY + HDAY2 5 308.68 1.64 0.13 0.77 

YEAR + HDAY + YEAR∙HDAY + NM 6 309.47 2.42 0.09 0.85 

YEAR + HDAY + HDAY2 + NM 6 310.19 3.15 0.06 0.91 

YEAR + HDAY∙NM + HDAY2 7 311.86 4.82 0.03 0.94 

HDAY 3 312.25 5.21 0.02 0.96 

HDAY + HDAY2 4 313.55 6.51 0.01 0.97 

HDAY + NM 4 313.69 6.65 0.01 0.98 

YEAR +  HDAY∙NM + HDAY2∙NM 8 314.14 7.10 0.01 0.99 

HDAY∙NM + HDAY2∙NM 5 315.10 8.05 0.01 1.00 

HDAY∙NM + HDAY2 6 317.16 10.12 0.00 1.00 

HDAY∙NM + HDAY2∙NM 7 319.43 12.39 0.00 1.00 

YEAR 3 321.60 14.56 0.00 1.00 
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Figure 1: Multistate capture-recapture model structure for nasal-marked (NM) and metal-

banded (MB) female lesser scaup.  Each circle represents one time-step in the capture 

history for an individual during the breeding season.  Detection probability parameters 

are labeled p and subscripted as a resighting (RS) or recapture (RC) occasions.  Survival 

parameters are designated S and subscripted by season.  Harvest probability is designated 

ƒ. Survival and harvest during the non-breeding season are subscripted by age because 

we expected these values would vary with age class.  Natural mortality (Natural) during 

the non-breeding season was the derived parameter in our multistate models is designated 

with dashed lines.  Fixed parameters are indicated by the value to which they were fixed.    
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Figure 2: Figures of lesser scaup Pacific flyway harvest from 2000 to 2015.  Figure 2a 

(upper left): Total harvest (HARVEST) values on the natural scale versus the annual 

value of daily bag limit (DBL).  Lines are fitted values and 95% confidence intervals 

from a linear model of HARVEST as a function of DBL.  Figure 2b (upper right): Annual 

values of HARVEST/DBL versus the annual value of DBL.  Lines are fitted values and 

95% confidence intervals from a linear model of  HARVEST/DBL as a function of the 

DBL.  Figure 2c (bottom): Standardized x ̅ = 0, SD = 1) values of HARVEST, 

HARVEST/DBL, and the product of these annual values (INTERACTION) 
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Figure 3: Recovery distance for lesser scaup females harvested and reported by hunters 

after being banded at Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge, MT.  These data 

exclude the 39.4% of recoveries that occurred within 10 km of the study site.   

 
 

 

Figure 4: Residual body mass during the pre-breeding and brood-rearing seasons for 

lesser scaup females captured at Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge, MT.   
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Figure 5:  Plots of clutch-size by nest initiation date (top) and average duckling mass by 

Julian hatch date (bottom) for nasal-marked (NM), unmarked (UM), and unknown-status 

(UN) lesser scaup females tending monitored nests in 2014 (left) and 2015 (right) at Red 

Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge, MT. 
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Figure 6: Predicted resight detection probabilities for pre-epoxy nasal-markers from the 

most-supported model for pre-epoxy nasal-marker loss  and resight detection probability 

(NMAGE20pre) and the predicted resight probabilities from the most supported model for 

post-epoxy nasal-marker loss and resight detection probability (expNMAGE28post).   
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Figure 7: Comparison of full-time varying estimates of survival rates for adult female 

lesser scaup versus annual predicted values of survival rates from the harvest interaction 

covariate.  Annual probabilities of being shot, retrieved, and reported for adult female 

lesser scaup banded at Red Rock Lakes are also displayed with annual estimates of the 

daily bag limit printed below harvest rate estimates.   
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Figure 8: Fitted values of annual survival rates as predicted by the interaction covariate 

between total harvest and total harvest/daily-bag-limit.  Daily-bag-limit values are printed 

at bottom of plot space (though some years when the DBL equaled 3 scaup/day were 

omitted for clarity).   
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APPENDIX A 

 

MODEL SELECTION TABLE FOR MULTISRATA FIXED EFFECTS 



 

    9
7
 

 

Relative model support between different models for fixed-effects of nasal-markers on juvenile and adult survival rates 

(NMSJUV, NMSAHY), nasal-markers on juvenile and adult harvest rates (NMHJUV, NMHAHY), age indifferent nasal-

marker impacts on survival and harvest rates (NMSIND, NMHIND), survival rate adjustments for pre-epoxy females as they 

lost their nasal-markers (LOSS20), resight probability of SY females in May (SYMAY), recapture probability of SY females 

in June (SYJUN), and recapture probability of adult females after being released with a nasal-marker (RCNM).  All models 

contained the fixed effect effect trap avoidance (RCTRAP), and full time-varying estimates of age-specific survival and 

harvest rates, full-time varying estimates of recapture and resight probability, and the nasal-marker loss relationships for pre- 

(NMAGE20pre) and post-epoxy nasal marker loss (expNMAGE28post).  This is the extended model set based on the models 

presented in Table 5.   

Model K AICc ∆AICc wi Deviance 

 SYMAY SYJUN NMSIND  88 14393.77 0.00 0.16 14213.45 

 SYJUN NMSIND  87 14394.41 0.64 0.12 14216.19 

 SYMAY SYJUN RCNM NMSIND  89 14394.68 0.91 0.10 14212.26 

 SYJUN RCNM NMSIND  88 14395.21 1.44 0.08 14214.90 

 SYMAY SYJUN NMSIND NMHIND  89 14395.49 1.72 0.07 14213.08 

 SYMAY SYJUN NMSJUV NMSAHY  89 14395.62 1.85 0.06 14213.20 

 SYJUN NMSJUV NMSAHY  88 14396.13 2.36 0.05 14215.81 

 SYJUN NMSIND NMHIND  88 14396.16 2.39 0.05 14215.84 

 SYMAY SYJUN RCNM NMSIND NMHIND  90 14396.62 2.85 0.04 14212.10 

 SYMAY SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV NMSAHY  90 14396.77 3.00 0.04 14212.25 

 SYJUN RCNM NMSIND NMHIND  89 14397.18 3.41 0.03 14214.76 

 SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV NMSAHY  89 14397.26 3.49 0.03 14214.85 

 SYMAY SYJUN NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY  90 14397.31 3.53 0.03 14212.79 

 SYMAY SYJUN NMSJUV NMSAHY LOSS20  90 14397.40 3.63 0.03 14212.88 

 SYJUN NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY  89 14397.82 4.04 0.02 14215.40 

 SYJUN NMSJUV NMSAHY LOSS20  89 14397.95 4.18 0.02 14215.53 

 SYMAY SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY  91 14398.45 4.68 0.02 14211.84 
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8
 

 SYMAY SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV NMSAHY LOSS20  91 14398.54 4.77 0.01 14211.92 

 SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY  90 14398.95 5.17 0.01 14214.43 

 SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV NMSAHY LOSS20  90 14399.08 5.30 0.01 14214.56 

 SYMAY SYJUN NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY NMHAHY  91 14399.32 5.54 0.01 14212.70 

 SYJUN NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY NMHAHY  90 14399.84 6.06 0.01 14215.32 

 SYMAY SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY NMHAHY  92 14400.48 6.71 0.01 14211.76 

 SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY NMHAHY  91 14400.96 7.19 0.00 14214.34 

 NMSJUV NMSAHY  87 14401.43 7.65 0.00 14223.21 

 NMSIND  86 14401.81 8.04 0.00 14225.69 

 NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY  88 14403.12 9.35 0.00 14222.80 

 NMSJUV NMSAHY LOSS20  88 14403.33 9.55 0.00 14223.01 

 NMSIND NMHIND  87 14403.65 9.88 0.00 14225.43 

 NMSJUV NMHJUV NMSAHY NMHAHY  89 14405.00 11.23 0.00 14222.58 

 SYMAY SYJUN NMSJUV  88 14405.25 11.48 0.00 14224.94 

 SYJUN NMSJUV  87 14405.26 11.48 0.00 14227.04 

 SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV  88 14406.01 12.24 0.00 14225.69 

 SYMAY SYJUN RCNM NMSJUV  89 14406.05 12.28 0.00 14223.64 

 NMSJUV  86 14406.25 12.48 0.00 14230.13 

 SYMAY SYJUN RCNM  88 14417.96 24.19 0.00 14237.64 

 SYJUN RCNM  87 14418.84 25.07 0.00 14240.62 

 SYMAY SYJUN  87 14432.70 38.93 0.00 14254.48 

 SYJUN  86 14434.35 40.57 0.00 14258.22 

 NO ADDITIVE PARAMETERS 85 14439.02 45.24 0.00 14264.99 
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APPENDIX B 

 

HARVEST AND ENVIRONMENTAL COVARIATE VALUES
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Harvest and Environmental Covariate Values for the years over which we standardized 

covariates for analysis of drivers of adult female survival rates.  HARVEST is the total 

number of lesser scaup estimated to have been harvested from 2000 to 2015.  DBL is the 

daily bag limit in the Pacific flyway from 2000 to 2015.  CENTRAL is the total number 

of lesser scaup estimated to have been harvested in the Central flyway from 2000 to 2015 

and PACCEN is the sum of HARVEST and CENTRAL.  Harvest data is displayed on its 

natural scale and these values were standardized for the years 2000 to 2015 to reduce the 

weight of the standardization calculations by the exceptional observed values for these 

data in 2012.  Also, we were better able to understand the relationship between total 

harvest and the daily bag limit because 4 scaup/day were allowed during the years 2005 

to 2015.  The annual estimates of lesser scaup in the pre-breeding population (BPOP) 

were standardized for the covariates BPOP and BPOPlag.  ELNINO are the values of the 

El Niño Oscillation Index from 2005 to 2015 and were calculated as the average monthly 

El Niño Value for the seven-month period beginning in October and ending in April.  

SLCFRZ is the number of days between October 1 and January 10 when the minimum 

temperature at the Salt Lake City International Airport was reported to be less than -3.9ᵒ 

C (25ᵒ F).   

 

YEAR HARVEST DBL HRV/DBL PACCEN BPOP ELNINO SLCFRZ 

2000 30,620 4 7,655 113,940 4,026.3 NA NA 

2001 29,750 4 7,438 101,660 3,694.0 NA NA 

2002 31,540 4 7,885 119,080 3,524.1 NA NA 

2003 38,160 4 9,540 83,160 3,734.4 NA NA 

2004 51,470 4 12,868 118,280 3,807.2 NA NA 

2005 28,070 3 9,357 82,510 3,386.9 0.70 26 

2006 34,170 3 11,390 85,130 3,246.7 -0.20 32 

2007 51,410 3 17,137 92,080 3,452.2 1.70 40 

2008 27,110 2 13,555 56,120 3,738.3 1.20 34 

2009 30,210 3 10,070 74,230 4,172.1 -0.90 44 

2010 23,180 3 7,727 63,030 4,244.4 2.30 27 

2011 22,050 3 7,350 65,580 4,319.3 1.20 45 

2012 62,590 7 8,941 173,440 5,238.6 0.20 28 

2013 40,530 3 13,510 87,170 4,165.7 0.30 37 

2014 37,610 3 12,537 110,340 4,611.1 -0.60 23 

2015 28,370 3 9,457 70,040 4,395.3 -1.10 28 

2016 NA NA NA NA 4,991.7 NA NA 
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APPENDIX C 

 

MULTISTATE ESTIMATES OF DETECTION PROBABILITY
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Plot of time-varying estimates of resight and recapture probability for adult lesser scaup 

females from August 2005 through September of 2016.  There were no recaptures of 

previously banded lesser scaup females in June 2006, September 2006, and September 

2007.    

 
 

 


